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The poem Utendi wa Mwana Kupona is the work 
of a Swahili woman of two generations ago.  It 
is well-known along the East African coast be-
tween Lamu and Mombasa, where it has been 
preserved by oral transmission as well as  in the 
form of manuscript copies made by scribes and 
other literate Africans.  From six of  these manu-
scripts this translation has  been made. 
They are written, as  may be seen  from  the 
facsimile reproduction from one of them shewn 
on pages 32-3, in a modified form of  the Arabic 
character  adopted  by  the Swahili (long before 
Europeans arrived  in Africa),  as  the vehicle of 
their  wri~ten language.  Certain usages have been 
imposed by the Swahili upon Arabic script for 
its convenient adaptation to their  tongue.  In 
reading the manuscripts we  have followed  the 
conventions observed by the Swahili in reading 
and writing this script, and the spellings of the 
scripts and of word forms peculiar to the Lamu 
dialect,  in  which the poem  is  composed, have 
been preserved in the transliteration.  (a) 
From the facsimile page  it may be seen that 
(Il)  No  attempt  has  been  made,  either  in  che  transliteration 
of words  derived  from  Arabic,  or  by  changing  words  and  forms 
peculiar  to  the  Lamu  dialect,  to  conform  co  the  rules  laid  down 8  FOREWORD 
Swahili poetry has adopted the Arabian conven-
tion of the eye-rhyme - in this instance a line-
end flourish of the letters <?  1  (ya, alif).  To 
retain this device the rhyming word ending each 
stanza has  been written -iya,  -eya  (and in  some 
cases, discussed later on, as -wa), throughout the 
transliteration.  The y  and ware not necessarily 
pronounced in all cases.  In other places, where 
<? or ) serve only as silent props to vowels, they 
have  not been carried into the Roman letter. 
For assistance  in the work of preparing this 
translation, we  are  indebted to Professor Carl 
Meinhof, for the loan of two manuscripts from 
the Seminar  fur Afrikanische Sprachen,  Ham-
burg; and to Mr Charles E. Whitton, of Lamu, 
who  has  furnished much  helpful  information 
with regard to Binti Sheikh, together with her 
photograph and a typescript of her petition,lblas 
for  Ifstandard  Swahilt  by  the  Inter-Territorial  Linguistic  Com-
mittee.  We  feel that the  rules  cannot be  deemed  to apply  co the 
traditional literature which it is  the  aim  of this series of volumes 
to  preserve,  as  nearly as  may  be  possible,  in  itS  original  form. 
Scc notc-on tIle Lamu di:llcct in  the Glossary, and  for fuller de .. 
tails, Stigand:  Grammar of DialeRic Changes  jll the Kiswahill Langua,ge, 
Cambridge,  191, ..  rThe  Lilmu dialect is freely used in  all  poetical 
works as  being more suit:tble  to  the  art."  Mbarak  Ali Hinawy, 
(b)  Mr Whitton wrote, 4th June,  1933,  chac the photograph was 
taken for him in  1923 by a former  United States  Consul,  nnd thar 
lithe Consul, thinking, perhaps, that he was not  being  trcated with 
pro~er rcspect, and  ccrtainly not rC:llising  that  the  old lady [Bind 
ShclkhJ had  done  him a great  honour in  consenting  to  be  photo~ 
gcaphcd, complcted a somewhat bombastic speech by saying.  I And 
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well as the manuscript of Bind Sheikh's poem, 
which Mr Whitton obtained from her daughter, 
Mwana Khadija bind Abubakar.(cl 
Special thanks are due to our friend Sheikh 
Mbarak Ali Hinawy of Mombasa, who supplied 
two manuscripts and transcripts of  the poem and 
much useful information by letter. We have to 
thank also Bwana Muhammad bin Abubakar bin 
Kijuma 'l-Bakariyyi of Lamu, well-known as  a 
skilled scribe, poet and musician, and as a wood-
carver of distinction, for his manuscripts, letters 
and notes as well as for the tide-pages drawn by 
him  for  this  book.  Swahili manuscripts are 
often illuminated  in  this  pleasing way. 
All  the Swahili words in the transliteration 
are  to be  found  in either  Krapf's or  Madan's 
dictionaries or, otherwise, are  accounted for in 
the glossary.  The English version is  designed 
as  a literal translation of the Swahili, without 
embellishment, except that it avoids a number of 
awkward constructions which a slavishly literal 
translation, ignoring the spirit of the poem and 
Swahili literary usages, would have  presented. 
No attempt has been made to give a metrical 
translation and much of the beauty of rhythm 
remember  that I am thc represenc.,tivc of the great United States !' 
The reply  came  with no hesitation, as she made  the  most of hcr 
few  inches;  I And I am  tbe  daugbttr  of Sl/itIUls!'  - with which she 
walked  away."  (c)  For  Bind Sheikh's poem  see  Appendix Ill. 10  FOREWORD 
and rhyme is lacking from the English version. 
Of  the theme and literary medts of the poem 
the reader must be left to judge.  It is the first 
literary composition by an East African Native 
woman to be  published in Great Britain. 
June, 1934. 
Alice  Werner 
William  Hichens 
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INTRODUCTION 
Mwana Kupona, the authoress of the poem 
before  us,  was  a native of Pate,  the principal 
town in the island of the same name.' She lived 
during the first  half of the 19th century, dying 
in or about 1860.  Her husband, a well-known 
personage in his day, was Muhammad Is-haq bin 
Mbarak bin Muhammad bin 'Umar l'  Famau, 
commonly known  as  Bwana Mataka, Sheikh of 
Siu.  The family  to which he  belonged claims 
to be of Arab-Portuguese origin.  According to 
Mataka's grandson,
2 a Portuguese lady and her 
husband escaped  from  the wreck  of the vessel 
in  which they were bound for  Goa  and settled 
in Siu, probably during the 17th century."  The 
pair  ultimately became converts  to Islam; mid 
when,  in course of time, the husband died,  the 
widow, still young and beautiful, after refusing 
several offers of  marriage, at length accepted the 
hand  of a young.  handsome  and wealthy Arab 
1  Siu and  Faz:l, formerly smaIl independent states, often at war 
with  Pate, ilrc  included in the same  island, which  is  the largest in 
the Lamu archipelago.  The neighbouring island, Manda, contained 
two similar city-states, Manda  and  Takwa. 
2  Muh.mmad Abd.l1.h Kombo. from whom Mr C. E.Whitton 
kindly obt.ined for  us  many dct.,ils  of the family histoo/. 
3  The Portuguese, under Vasco da  Gama, first arrived at  Mom-
b~sa on  April 7,  1498, effecting formal annexation in  1508.  Pate, 
With othet'  towns,  WilS  rendered  tributnry  by  the  middle  of the 
cClltury and  W<lS  intermittcntly occupied  until '1698. 16  INTRODUCTION 
belonging to the Banu 'Umair" From that mar-
riage was descended Sheikh Mataka, who was so 
powerful that Swahili tradition describes him as 
'like a Sultan'" 
For over twenty years he carried on a kind of 
guerrilla warfare against Sayyid Sa'id, Sultan of 
Zanzibar.  Burton,· upon information derived 
from Mataka's adversaries in Zanzibar, calls him 
'that notorious plunderer, Bana M'takha, chief 
of Siwi (SiC),  a small territory near Lamu'; but 
reliable Native and Arab  accounts, as reported 
by Sir Arthur Harding in 1897,' throw different 
light upon Mataka's ambitions.  We are told:-
If In  the xvuth century the  aggressions of the Nabhan  princes 
of Pattah upo.n  S.i~ became so fO'!'lidable  that its people appealed 
to  rh:  .Somalts  hvmg  o~ the  mainland  opposite  to  protect them, 
proml~1ng them half theIr town and an equal share in their govern  .. 
ment .f they succeeded in repelling the Nabhans.'  The Somalis 
agreed,  and  the Siu  people having  further invoked  the assistance 
of the Portuguese  Governor  of Mombasa.  the  Pattah Sultan was 
ove~come. The Portuguese.  however, having  come  as  friends.  re-
rnam:~ as  over-Lord,s of the  country.  occupying  several  forts and 
ex:rclStng all theatttlbutes of  sovereignty but not interfering active~ 
Iy In ~e  internal, concerns of the subject statcs.  The Somalis were 
acc.or~mgly 3~mltt:cd to a share with the \Vafamao,D the  original 
AStatIC  colorusts,  In the  government  of Siu,  and  a curious  dual 
4  Banl/Cn).  I.,ill, "sons",  = descendants, family  dan  ,  S .  \./T-~  ,  • 
tlgand: la/Id of Zinj.  London, '91,. p. 85. 
6  Burton:  Zan.(jbar,  London, 1872,  I. 298• 
,  [C.-868,.] Rtpo" on tbe Condition  &- Progr'" of th, East  Africa 
Pro:,Elorate frolll  I/s.Ellab/lshllletlt to th, 20th july, ,897, p. '4. 
'd The N.bh.ru. from one of the ruling families  of Maskat. are 
saID  to have come to the Island of Pate in A.H.6oo, about A,D.1300. 
Ch' The Waf.mau. (sometimes written Wafamao). arcsaid to be of 
mcsc  or,  accordIng  to some, of Malayan  descent.  Stigand,  op. 
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Administration was established,  consisting  of a Famao  and a s~ 
rnali sheikh, who jointly ruled the  population, each administering 
justice to his own  tribe through a  Cadi appointed by himself. 
This systc;m  survived  the withdrawal  of the  Portuguese from 
this patt of East Africa  after the capeurc of Mombasa in 1698, 
and  lasted  till quite  t'ecenciYJ  when the Famao sheikh,  a certain 
Mataka,  attempted  to  concentrate  the  whole  power in his own 
hands.  and  to  destroy the  sepa,act  rights  of the Somalis.  The 
latter appealed to  Sayyid Said of Muscat,  who was beginning  to 
intervene in the affairs of the E:1St African Coast; but his assistance 
proved  ineffectual,  his  forces  were  defeated,  and  Mataka.  became 
tyrant of Siu,  and  transmitted  his  authority nt  his death to  his 
son,  Mahomed~bin~Mata.ka.  u 
Stigand
1Ogives, also from Native sources,  an 
account of wars  and intrigues preceding Bwana 
Mataka's rise to power.  About 1817" he appears 
to have engaged in a quarrel with Pate in which 
Hamed, the Mazrui governor of Mombasa was 
invol ved; and as  the Mazrui were more  or less 
continuously at war with Sayyid Sa'id, the Pate 
people naturally espoused the cause of  the latter. 
Sa'id sent an  expedition against Sit! in 1843 
and himself went thither in the following year, 
but his Amir, Hamad birt Hamad was  killed in 
an  unsuccessful attack on Siu and Sa'id left for 
IVIaskat.  He returned irt 1844 and attacked Siu 
tit. P.49, says, "Some accounts say that the Wafamao are Portuguese 
[this  may  be  based  upon Mat~ka's family ttadition]. and others 
that they are  the  Arabs  originally sent  by Abdul  Malik" [from 
Syria].  A branch of the famil)·  is  still living at Mombasa. 
10  Stigand: op.clt. p. 84. scqq. cf. Wernet. A., A Swahili Hif/0'Y 
of Pate,  in jou",al of tbe African  Society,  19'5, p. 293· 
11  A.H.1233.  The HlIlory  of Pate, supra, gives the date  A.H.1236, 
(A.D.18zo). but there arc chronological discrepancies between  the 
accounts which  cannot, at present, be reconciled. 18  INTRODUCTION 
and Pate but was  not permanently successful. 
A sort of peace  was  made in 1846, through 
the intervention of Muhiyy-ed-Din, Kadhi  of 
Zanzibar, a Lamu man.  Burton, who may have 
got the information from the kadhi himself, says 
that Mataka sent back the Arab  cannon, taken 
three years before, acknowledging the supremacy 
of Zanzibar (for a consideration), but retained 
his power,  promising,  but never intending, to 
pay an annual tribute of five thousand dollars." 
Bwana Maraka, as nearly as can be ascertained, 
married Mwana Kupona in or  about 1836.  He 
is said to have  had three other wives, who bore 
him three sons, Bakari (or Abubakari), who was 
killed at Pate in I85S-6;'"Muhammad, who suc-
ceeded  Mataka  as  Sheikh  of Siu;  and  'Umar; 
~see Genealogical Chart).  Muhammad, after carry-
111g  .~n the war  for  s~me time, slled to Sayyid 
Mapd for pardon, whIch was granted; but when 
he went to Zanzibar (in 1864 ?), he was arrested 
and sent to Mombasa where, imprisoned in the 
12, Op.ci!, p. 300. Burton was at Zanzibar in 1857, the year after 
SaYYld Sa'ld', death, 
h 13  Hist~ry if  Pate,  P·305:  "They [M'tab', ,on,] ,ubmitted to 
~e  suzeramty of o?r  lor?  Sa'id bin  Sultan,  both Abubakar and 
.  uhammad,  SaYYld Sa'ld gave  Abubakar ,ome troops  together 
WIth  Sulta.n  Fumo Bakari, nnd they went to  attack  Sult~n Ahmad 
at Pa~e  .........  They entered Siu during the night and fought till 
jornmg and Abubakar bin sheikh Mataka and hi, men were litter-
Yl routed; and .Abu~akar was  seized and t,kcn to  Pate,  to Sultan 
A 1m.d, and kllled,  Cf.  Stigand: op.,lt"  p.  94. 
\. 
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Matab (I,bab) bin  Mbarak-m.-Mwana Hadiye bind  Ma~,ko  , 
MUIiAMMAD  IS-HA<l.  BIN  MBARAK  BIN  MUIiAMMAD  BIN 'UMAR 
L'FAMAU  (BWANA  MATAKA) 
Born at Siu,  A.D.'799'  Died at Pate,  A.D.18S6. 
Succeeded his  father  as Sheikh of Sio,  A.D.1826. 
married  - I. MwanOl Harusi  wn Dan3.  4. MWANA KUPONA DlNTI MSIiAM 
at Siu,  A.D.1836[?]  at Sufu. 
2. Mwana Pcponi 
at Utukuni. 
3.  Mw.na Kikau 
at Kau. 
Born  at Pate, circa A.O,18[0. 
Died  A.D.1860  [A.H.1277].  .  '" 
(,;.) 
Muhammacl bin Sheikh 
(so;,,)  born A.D.,8S8. 
B.kari bin Sheikh  (daughter) 
killed at Pate, A.H.1272-3.  MWANA  HASIiIMA  BINTI  SHBlKIi 
Muh,mmad bin Sheikh  born A.D.,84I• 
died in Mombasa.  di,d February 2, 1933· 
'Umar  marrIed 
1.  Mubammed Abdallili-K-'  o-m-bC"o--'--:z-."'Ac:b-ub;k.r  Muhammad 
in  A.D,1868.  in A.D.1878. 
'-v-'  '-v-' 
(so,,)  (daughter) 
Muhammad Abdallah Kombo  Khadija binti Abubakar 
born A.D.1869'  born A.D.1880. 
married 
1. Sharifu Mngazi0,  Muh.mmad bin Ali 
~-
(,0/1)  , 
S:l'id  Muhammad 
The above table is based mainly upon ciat, given by Muh.mm.d 
Abdallah Kombo,  Mw.na Kupona'. grandson. 
It thus appe:1tS to be <lpproximatc1y correct that M,,:ana Kupon::a, 
born circa 1810, married at about the age of  26, composing her poem 
in  ,858, [A.H, 1275],  ~bout  .he~ 48~h ye" by our,  or her  51St  by 
Muhamm,d.n reckonmg.  Bmtl Sheikh would  ~'ve been 16  to 17 
at th.t time,  Although Mwana Kupona ,tates In the poem (fI.S,) 
that she \Vas married for tell  years,  that need notl pcrh3ps, be t  .. lken 
literally, as  kumi  (ten) is often used as a kind  of typical number, 20  INTRODUCTION 
Fort, he  ~ied.l< 'Umar also opposed Majid who 
ordered hIS arrest at Faza.
lS He was  imprisoned 
at Lamu, but he survived and was concerned in 
the Witu rising of 1890. 
Mwana Kupona had two children by Mataka, 
a son, Muhammad bin Sheikh, and a daughter, 
Mwana Hashima bind Sheikh," to whom this 
P?em is. a.ddressed.  Mataka died, according to 
hIs survIvIng grandchildren, in his 57th year  at 
P ·  17  '  ate In  1856.  Mwana Kupona outlived him 
for  some years,  dying  in  1860 (A.H.1277) of an 
.  I  1'''1  Interna . comp aInt.  S le appears to have begun 
composm~  her  po~m  some two years previously, 
though eVIdently  m expectation of death.  One 
14  [<;:.  ~683].'upra  p. If: "Muhammed bin M.taka ..........  n 
energetl~ prince,  'nte~fered m the .flilirs of  P.t~,h  [Pate], deposed 
the Sult.n: Ahmad b10 Sheikh, and  placed a kinsman  Ahmad bin 
F?mo LUtl, on t,he throne ill his room: but becoming  ~volvcd  with 
hIS  P.ttah ally m trouble with Sayyicl S"id, Sultan of Zanzibar, 
they were both eventually defeated  by the  Zanzibar  forces  and 
while Ahm~d  ~in Fumo Luti fled to Kau on the  Ozi,  Muha~mad 
~ade  .sub~td(t  to  the  Sul~an.  The latter,  however,  distrusting 
d~tn: lI~Clg b  Um to Zanzibar, where he:  was  seized and  sent to 
p,e In  om  aSa Fort."  Cf.  Srigand: op.cit,  p. 96: and Iilf10ry 0' 
ate) supra, p. 313.  -:; 
~: Hiflory if  Pat',  P·313.  Stigand: op.clt.  P.97. 
In  local  pronunciation,  Shebt. 
~  17  Hiflory if  Pat'! P.303:  "And the news [of Amir Ham.d's de-
eat and death at SIU]  reached our lord Sa"~ b'  S I 
and he  went  M  k  1",  10  U tan  at Faz3. 
Fuma  B;k~~i at  . to  OlS  Olt.  Ne~t  year he returned,  and  placed 
Marob died of'd'i and,;t:~:ked Sm and Pare. At this time Sheikh 
ya  b~waslri" i.e.  h:~~:d of hiS gmnd
l  s~~  slta~:s, 11 alihifa kwa  marathl 
IB  remorr 101Q3  ulsease. 
A note on  the  Friedrich  Ms .. reads:  ItDieses  Gedicht .wurdc 
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gathers from her own words that her illness was 
a long one and caused much suffering. 
Of her son, Muhammad bin Sheikh, no par-
ticulars are  forthcoming.  Her daughter, Bind 
Sheikh, however, was a well-known character in 
her  day.  During the Witu rising of 1890-91,10 
she rendered valuable service to the British Ad-
ministration by  inducing some insurgents who 
had  taken to the bush (among them her half-
brother, 'Umar) to surrender and give up their 
arms.  Sad to say, no suitable acknowledgment 
of her services was ever  made by Government." 
She was  twice married, first  to Muhammad 
Kombo, by  whom she bore a son, Muhammad 
van Mwana Kupona bind Schamu vor etwa 50 Jahren verfasst nach 
der  Geburt ihrcs  Kindes  in  Erwartung  ihres Todes.
1I  Her grand  .. 
children state that  "AilkJifa  kwa  marathi ya  !Umbo  k"towa  damu  kwa 
mbele,"  that is,  she died of an hremorrhagic ailment.  The poem 
was  completed, according to Mss., MDl,  }{,3 and  K4, on 9th Al~Haj 
1275 A.H. = 10th July 1858 A.D.  See Appendix r. 
ID  Colonial Reports-Annual, NO.1463,  Kenya, 1928. p.8.  Cf. 
Hifiory of Pate, P.313:  "There arose  trouble between [Fumo Bakari, 
Sulran of Wiruj and the Germans.  Kfintzell shot the porcer at the 
gate  and  killed  him,  nnd  the porters of the  town gate  who were 
there, fell upon Kiintzell and the Europeans who accompanied him 
and killed them without asking for orders from Sultan  Fumo Bakar 
."  ...  and  the people of Ndamuyu and of Mkonumbi, when they 
had received  the  news,  they,  too,  kiIled  the  Europeans  who were 
thcre .........  the English demanded those people in order to bring 
rhein  to  trial,  Sultan  Fumo  B  .. lkar did not consent to deliver them 
up.  The  English  Administration attacked  Fumo  Bakar,  on  the 
night of the  nth Rabi  'Auwal,  1308,  :md at eight o'clock in the 
morning they got  possession of  the  town and  drove him out of 
Witu."  Cf. Srigand, cp.cit. p,  99. 
20  Fo,  h~r Petition {orrecognition,  sce  Appcndi~ Il. 22  INTRODUCTION 
Abdallah Kombo, and 20 years later to Abubakar 
bin Muhammad, to whom she bore a daughter, 
Khadija binti Abubakar.  Binti Sheikh died at 
Lamu on February 2, 1933 at the age, according 
to her reckoning, of 95; but as the Muslim lunar 
year is shorter than our solar year by some eleven 
days,  we would count her age as  92.-3,  Her two 
children are still living at Lamu. 
I first heard of this poem at Lamu, in 1912, 
when I was shewn a manuscript copy by Mwana 
Chema bind Diwani,  a lady belonging to the 
ancient royal house of the N abhani.  M wana 
Chema entertained me and some of her  friends 
by reading aloud passages  from the poem,  and 
I  remember  that she  passed over  one or more 
lines with a remark to the effect that they were 
kutukana, or indelicate.  It is  probable that their 
omission from the copy subsequently made for 
me by Muhamadi Kijuma,21 (and perhaps from 
all authentic copies), may be held to account for 
the discrepancy between the number of stanzas, 
'miate wa wahedi na mbili' (one hundred and three), 
c?unted ~y  the poetess, and the number, ninety-
eIght, wIuch appears to be  authentically extant. 
.  Other verses, forthcoming upon our enquiry 
111 Lamu, seem to be of  questionable authorship. 
21  This  script  is  reproduced  in  £1csimile  in  Iiarvard  AJrkalJ 
S!"dltS, C.m?ridge, M.ss., U.S.A., 1917, Vol. I.  pp. 1+6.181. The 
SIX  man,uscrlpts with  ~vhich it  is  now  collated,  arc described  ill 
~ppcndlx I hereto,  WIth  notes  011  their  variations,  togedlcr with 
SIX  extra Stanzas purporting to  be  the  f'omittcd"  verses. 
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II 
This utendi may most properly be described as 
a didactic poem."  It opens with an affectionate 
address to the daughter, somewhat in the style 
of  the best passages in the Proverbs attributed to 
Solomon, which might be paraphrased thus:-
l'My daughter, come and sit beside mc-the end is not far 
off-receive instruction more precious  than jewels, an  orna~ 
ment  of grace  about thy head,  and chains about  tby neck, 
profitable both for  this world and  the next.  For m.n's life 
is but a vain shadow; yet if thou hold fast to the counsels of 
righteousness,  thou wilt pass  on  to a better  life hereafter," 
Religious duties are dealt with at some length 
(st.  22 seqq.), and the poem removes some mis-
conceptions, still occasionally repeated, as to the 
position of Swahili women.  It has  been said 
that they are 'remarkably indifferent to their re-
ligion and often unable to repeat the Fathah,'  23 
but, although that may be so in some cases,  this 
poem and my  experience on the Coast support 
a contrary view." Swahili women whom I met at 
Lamu were extremely well instructed in matters 
of  the Faith.  They do not, as a rule, attend the 
mosques,  except during the maulidi," but many 
are well read in the Quran, and devout women 
22 The  term  1ItenJi  covers religious subjects and epic  themes. 
23  Baumann, 0., Usambara  fmd  seine  Nachbargehiete,  Berlin, 1891. 
24,  Stigand: op.cit. p. II4, "Although some of the SwahiIi women 
arc  as well  or  better  read  in  the  Koran  than men ......  they  must 
never visit  the  mosques,  cxcept ......  at Siu [where]  women  go  to 
clle  mosque covered  up in the  shlraa."  Cf. n. 46,  and  glossary. 
,. Mal/lW,  the celebration of the  Prophet's bircllday. INTRODUCTION 
observe the hours of  prayer in their own homes. 
Many of them are adept at composing verse 
and are fond of  reading and hearing poetry. Girls 
are taught to read and write and receive religious 
instruction at schools, usually kept by the wives 
or widows of  walimu; or a woman teacher may at-
tend at the girl's home. 
Woman's obligatory and  optional· religious 
duties are specifically mentioned in st. 1I-14. 
Mwana Kupona, however, disclaimed (st.  91) 
any technical precision in Islamic theology, and 
it is not quite clear whether by faradhi"she means 
prayers and fasts, or, in a morc general sense, the 
Five Pillars, or Foundations, of Islam."  The 
26 Thejaradbi, SI.I2-, arc duties explicitly enjoined by the Qurnn or 
by unquestioned  tradition; their omission and  transgression  are  re~ 
garded as acts of definitcinfidelity. The  wajl!", n.I., is the body of 
religious duty obligatory to observe, but not explicitly enjoined  by 
the Quranj its contravention is sinful, but does not constitute denial 
of the Faith.  Mlfbal,  is a further  class of acts, not referred to in the 
poem, the omission of which  is not sinful, but the commission of 
which is praiseworthy; their inclusion in the term $ll1Ia, n. 12, may 
be inferred. The S1ItwabJthe traditional relation of  what the Prophet 
and his Companions regularly did, said or sanctioned, contains both 
optional and obligatory duties. Ids  supplemented by the Mflstabbab, 
the relation of  what the Prophet occasionally did or refrained from. 
This whole body of Moslem law is divided into five branches deal-
ing with matters of belief, morality, devotion, deeds, punishments; 
and a  sharp distinction Is  drawn  between  that which is lawful and 
unlawful  in matters of faith and acts secular and religious. 
"  The Sw.hili call these n&"<2'  They arc:  (1) the repetition of 
the creed;  (z)  the  five daily prayers;  (3)  the Past of  Ramadhan; 
(4) annual almsgiving;  (5) the  Pilgrimage  to  Mekknh.  Ahmadi 
bm Abubakar affirmed that the fast  of the Ashura, which  is not 
kept as  a fast in some Moslem  countries, is onc of the obligatory 
, 
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allegation  of an  Islamic doctrine to the effect 
that 'women have no souls', is of  interest in rela-
tion to st.  25-29'  Thcre is no warrant in the 
Quran for the statement (st.  26-27) that a wife's 
chance of  entry into Paradise is dependent upon 
her husband's will, though there appears to be a 
popular belief to that effect," as,  for instance, 
an old dame at Lamu on learning that I was not 
married, asked, 'Then how do you expect to get 
Jaradhi,  there  being  sixteen reasons for its  observance,  i.c., that it 
is  the anniversary of the  day upon which  God consented  to  for-
give Adam;  the  Apostle rdris entered into rest; the Prophet Noah 
came out of the Ark;  God saved the  Prophet Abraham from  the 
firc(QlIr.nxxi,68,69.); God sent down the law; the ProphetJoscph 
was released from prison; God gave his right to the Prophet J  .cob 
(Quran, xii,96); God healed the Prophee Job; God took the Prophet 
Jonah out of the whale's belly; God divided the sea foe the Children 
ofIsrae1; God forgave David: God gave the kingdom to the Prophet 
Solomon;  God  forgave Muhammad his former  and  his  latter sins: 
God created the world: God caused the first rain to faU; God caused 
mercy to  descend  to  earth  for  the  first  time,  Ahmadi  added  that 
thcapostleskept the fast of Ashura.  Cf. Doutte, E. M'gleetRellgioll 
dot" l'Afriqlle dll  Nord,  Algiers, 1908, P.5z6.  It is  not imptobable 
tha, Mwana  Kuponn  had  performed the Pilgrimage.  Muhamadi 
Kijuma states  that his mother had  been  to  Mckkah five  times. 
28  Cf. Davey:  Th,  S"ltall  alld bis S"bj,fls, London, 1907, p. 94. 
11  'The good wife'. the  Koran further asserts, 'has a chance of eter-
nal  happiness only if that  be  her husband's will',"  The Imam 
Abdlll Majid of the Shah Jehan  Mosque, Woking, states,  "Davey 
attributes  to  the  Quran a verse which does not exist."  [Letter of 
May 3,  1933.]  Implications of the inferiority of women  amongst 
the  Swahili must  have  come  in  with  the Arabs;  but a good deal 
of Islnmic "popular"  belief may be  dregs  left  over from  the Days 
of the  Ignorance.  Af"l'ic:m  animism seems  to  make no distinction 
in the afterlife of the sexes, except, perhaps, that the  Zulus believe 
that some old women come  back  aftet'  death as lizards rather than 
os snakes, the form  usually  taken  by spirits (,t/I,dhlo<j). i  , 
\ 
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into Paradise?', though in that case there was no 
actual suggestion that a husband could keep me 
out, if he so desired.  Indeed, the notion is dis-
tinctly negatived by 'Allah has  promised to the 
believing men and the believing women .........  goodly 
dwellings  in gardens of perpetual  abode';  and 
elsewhere in the Quran." 
As  regards. conduct;  truthfulness,  discretion 
and courtesy are especially insisted on (st. 1  3, 14.), 
as is the fivefold  duty, to God, to His Prophet, 
to father, mother and husband (st.  22-23). 
Directions for household management, social 
intercourse, and kindness to the poor, follow the 
main argument of the poem-advice upon  the 
duties of a wife.  It certainly does not inculcate 
the notion of slavish obedience. 
Mwana  Kupona dwells  on the happiness of 
her married life and on the grief of her irrepara-
ble loss.  Then, turning to the conremplatioll 
of  her 'approaching separation from this world', 
she commends to the care of the Eternal Good-
ness," her younger brother, her sisters and their 
children, and her own.  In st. 57 she directs Bind 
Sheikh to look after her brothers.31  The poem 
.  20  M~~ammad  AB:  ~~a1lS1atiolZ of the Holy  Qlfran,  Lahore,  I928, 
lX·72,  X111J231  and p.  CXII.  See  also  Sale,  Prellm.  Dfscollrsc,  p.So. 
30 For det.,ils of the Divine Attributes, (the Hundred N.mes of 
God), sce Is/aflll( ~'Iew, Feb.1931;  Khwaj. K.m,l ud-Din: Islalll  & 
CI,illsatlon,  Woklllg,  '931;  Muh. Ali,  op,elt.  p. xlviii seqq, 
31H  "bth'  er sumvlng  ro  ers,  Um.r and Sheikh Muhammad II. 
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concludes with the very touching confession of 
faith of a devout Moslem woman. 
The future life is  not dwelt on to any great 
extent, but it may be noted that Paradise, Peponi, 
is mentioned twice, Hell, Motoni,  only once.32 
III 
The poem throws some interesting sidelights 
on the life of a well-to-do Swahili household. 
The warning against  undue  familiarity with 
servants (st.  20), suggests that relations between 
mistresses and slaves, apart from individual cases 
of hardship  and cruelty, were easy rather than 
otherwise; and this was  borne out by instances 
which came under my own observation.
33 
The more personal attentions bestowed by a 
Swahili wife upon her husband are described in 
sl.30-35.  They include the gentle rubbing of  the 
muscles, ktlpapasa,  to relieve fatigue;" anointing, 
kltSinga,  with perfumes and aromatic substances, 
such as  sandalwood;  shaving,  ktlnyoa,  done first 
from the nape of  the neck, upward and forward, 
and then from the forehead backwards, ktlpaliliz::z; 
ablutions and shower-baths, kukiza, and fumiga-
32  For references in the  Quran,  see  Muh.  Ali,  op.cit.  p. lxiii 
:la  When Brit.1in assumed  cile mandate over  German Enst Africa 
(now the Tanganyika Territory), numbers of slaves  brought to  the 
Administrative  offices  to receive their khat! za lfhllnlJ or certificates 
of freedom. protested vigorously.  much  preferring  the shelter  and 
comfort of  slavery in indulgent Arab or Sw.hili households to the 
doubtful sweets of liberty in the field  of free labour, 
3.1  As  distinct from  the  more  vigorous massaging, kllkanJa. 28  INTRODUCTION 
tion with  frankincense, ubani, aromatic aloewood, 
udi, and fragrant resins, uvumba." 
The toilet of  the Swahili wife is described in 
5t'38-41 and includes bathing and cold showers," 
the care of  the hair,37 hands and feet, the uses of 
cosmetics, scents" and jessamine blossoms." 
3!i  Uvumba =galbanurn, a resin extracted from an umbellifcrous 
plant,  Calbanflm  offidnale, of the nature of fennel.  Uvumba  is  rusa 
the name of a labiate,  balm~1ike  herb, scented like lemon verbena. 
LlwaJ Madagascar sandalwood, from  the shrub Osyris ttnlfifolia, 
is also  used;  cf. Vellen, Slfahcli-lVorterbuch, I. pp. 2,6,488, H. 608. 
36  Swahili bllthrooms contain either a cistern built into an angle 
of the roof and walls and fitted with. plug,  by removing which 
the  bather  can obtain a douche;  or a cementc:d  tank,  from  which 
water is dipped  OUt with a kata, a coconut~she1l1adle. 
37  Usually Lamu womell  part their hair in  the middle, twisting 
it into a knot at  tIle back.  Farther south  the  hair  is  plaited into 
ridges  from  the forehead to  the nape of the neck. 
..  Marashi (f/,4o), is a term applied to any liquid scent. Rosewater 
is made from the dried buds and leaves of  Rosa gaWca, var, dalllascena, 
powdered,  and  mL"(cd with perfumes,  such as  cloves, sandalwood 
and ginger, shaken up in water.  The Persian rose used for distill  .. 
ing attar of r?ses,  is the only  onc grown on the Swahili coast, and 
that not very freely.  One kind of ttlarasbi  is  a spurious  geranium 
oil from Andropogon Martini; cf. Velten, op,clt.Il, 597,843,  Dalla, 
prepared from the wood of the mdalia trec, is usually mixed with 
tlblt, which is a mh:turc of powdered sandalwood,  rose .. leaves  and 
cloves.  Henna is usually imported, but local henna  is made from 
leaves  or  Howers  of the  mkokowa tree.  Wanaa,  lit.  antimony;  but a 
la~  substitute is made by burning almond-shells :md resins or rice, 
which are then powdered and mixed with sesamum,  Lampblack is 
also used;  cf. Velten, op,clt. 1. P.507, s.v.  wall}a. 
•  30 At  lea~t two  kinds of j  cssamine, tifi'  and  tundauJu  I grow wild 
In, East A.frtca.  The Indian variety, jasminiflffl sambac, is  cultivated. 
Jessam1ne blossoms are hawked far sale in Lamu  and  Mombasa, 
either loose  on brass  trays,  or made up  with  other sweet-scented 
s.ubstances  and tied with strips of pandanus-Ieaf, mkadlJ into little 
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The metre of the poem is the same as that of 
Haditbi ya  Mikidadi  na Mayasa,40  UtC11di  wa  Ayl/hu,41 
. and other poems of this type.  , 
It consists of four-line stanzas, each 11l1e hav-
ing,  in theory,  eight syllables  (mi~n). But this 
arrangement, borrowed from ArabiC poetry, can-
not be applied strictly to the Swahili language, 
where the rule of the penultimate stress  gives 
rise to a fundamental difference of  rhythm." 
Swahili verse,  like  onr English verse  (when 
not fashioned too closely after classical models), 
is  measured by beats or  stre~ses an~ not by  ~he 
quantity of the syllables,  as  111 A,rablc,  and (lrke 
our old ballads  and the freer kInds  of modern 
poetry), allows considerable latitude in the num-
ber of unstressed syllables intervening between 
the  stresse~.  As a rule, the lines  in this kind of 
bunches knowh as vikuba. Cf. Madan,s.v.kiguba. Single blossoms are 
often worn  iq" d1e hair or in  the lobes of the  earSj  rhe women also 
make  them  ¥tta  chains,  to  be worn around  the neck, or hung  up 
in  the  hous9 to  scent the roams;  and  they  may be thre:l.ded upon 
little sticks,  or  strewn  upon  the  coverlet after  the  bed  IS  made. 
For the parts  of the bed,  sec  Madan:  p,,65, s,v,  klt.nda,  The 
firasba  or  ~ver1et is  usually made  of stout quilted  cotton.  Better-
class  hausi:holds own one or  more  four-post  beds  with a frame  to 
support a l mosquito-net (cbanaama).  Elaborate beds were  in use in 
the gold\l'n days of Lamu,  when  it is  recorded  that the  beds  were 
enrered  ~y means of silver ladders (History of Pate,  supra, p, ,61). 
"  MfqJaJ '" Mayasa, (The Azanian Classics, Vol. I.) 1932• 
41 Werncr, A, in Bulletin of  the s,hool ofOritlltal StlldiCl,Vol.ll"-3' 
4\1  for the rules of  Arabic prosody, sce Thorneon and Nicholson, 
Eltme~tl1ry Arabic  Grammar,  Cambridge, 1905:  pp. 2 17-22.3. 30  INTRODUCTION 
stanza have three stresses,  though  occasionally 
they appear to have only two.  The following is 
fairly typical:-
$1.39 N:!wc  ip:!mbc  !ibisi, 
Ukac  lclrna  'arUsi, 
M.guu  tI. kugesi, 
Na  m!kononi  mak6wa. 
St. 19 contains eight syllables to the line:-
Wa-la si-tu-ku-c dha-n., 
Kwa  ma~mbo u..so·ya-o.n:l J 
Na kwa-mba  n.1 ku-no-ng'o-na, 
Ta-ba-dba-,' na-kwa-mbi-ya. 
They are quite correctly counted but, if read 
with sole  attention to their number (in which 
case one tends to slide into an iambic rhythm), 
the verse would probably be  unintelligible to a 
Swahili. 
The arrangement of rhymes  is  that lines 1-3 
rhyme together, with a different rhyme for each 
stanza, while line 4 carries the same final rhyme 
throughout the poem.  In this instance the final 
rhyme is intended to be l", -ya, which covers all 
words ending in -ia, -ca, as well as those actually 
ending in -ya.  But this rhyme is not carried out 
consistently.  Six stanzas have the final  rhyme 
in 1l-aa, seventeen in 1) -wa; but in the circum-
stances in which the poem was composed, these 
small  inconsistencies  are  scarcely  surprising. 
Alice  Werner 
London, 1934. 
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UTENDI  WA  MWANA  KUPONA 
THE ADVICE  OF  MWANA  KUPONA 
flpon  THE WIFELY  DUTY UTENDI WA 
MWANA  KUPONA 
Negema,  wangu  binti, 
Mchachifu  hasanati. 
Upulike  wasiati. 
Asaa  ukaz.!ngatiya. 
Maradbi  yamenishika, 
Hatta yamettmu mwaka 
Siyapata  kutamka 
Neno lema kukwambiya. 
Ndoo  mbee  ujilisi, 
N a wino  na  kamtasi. 
Moyoni nina hadisi 
Nimependa kukwambiya. 
Kisake kutakarabu, 
Bisumillabi kutubu. 
Umtaye  na  babibu, 
N a sahaba.z::;  pamoya. 
36 
Bajti  ,  ~ 4 
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THE ADVICE  OF 
MW  ANA  KUPONA 
StanJ(jl$  ,  - 4 
Attend to me,  my daughter, 
Me, unworthy rifGod's award. 
Let you  heed my last tIISlruaions. 
Be it hoped that you follow  them. 
Sickness  has  sei.z::;d upon me. 
It has now  laS/ed a whole year, 
As yet I have not had chance  to  utter 
A word if  good  advice  to you. 
Come forward  and seat yourself, 
With  ink and paper. 
I  have matters at heart 
That I  have  longed to  tell  to you. 
Now  that you  have  come near, 
Write, "In the  Name if  God". 
Let you name  Him  and  The  Beloved, 
Together with  His Companions. 
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B.itl 5 - 9  ,  St.nzas 5 - 9 
Ukisa  kulitanga<:!l  When you have  thus  acknowledged 
Ina  la  Mola  Muwe<:!l,  The  Name of God the  Mighty, 
Basl;  tuombe  maja~,  Then  let us pray for  His  bounty, 
Mngu  tatuwajikrya.  As He the Lord shall deem fit to us. 
Mwana  Adamu  si  kitu.  , A son of Adam is nought, 
Na  ulimwengu si wetu.  And the world is not ours. 
Walau  hakuna  mtu  Nor is  there  any man 
Ambao  atasaliya.  Who  shall endure for ever. 
Mwanangu,  twaa  waadhi,  My c  hil~ accept my  adVice, 
Pamoya na yangu radhi.  Together with my blessing. 
Mngu  Atakuhifadhi,  God,  He will protect you, 
Akepuane na  baa.  That He may avert evil from you. 
r  waa,  nikupe  hiriz:j,  Take this amulet that I am giving you. 
Uifungeto  kwa  uRj,  FaRm  it carifully upon  a  cor~ 
Uipe  na  taaRjz:j,  Regard  it as a precious thing, 
Upate kuyangaliya.  That you may cherish it with  care. 
Nikutungie  kidani  Let me string for you a necklace 
Cba  lulu  na  marijani.  Of pearls and red coral, 
Nikuvike  mke  shani,  Tbat I adorn you as a notable woman, 
Sbingoni  ldki<:!lgaa.  When it shines upon your neck. 40  MWANA  KUPONA  THE WIFELY  DUTY  41 
Baiti  to - 14  Stanzas  10 - 74 
Penda  nikupe kifungo  For love let me give you a clasp, 
Kizuri kisicho  ongo.  A  beautiful one,  without a flaw. 
U  vae katika sbingo,  Let you wear it upon your nec~ 
Utaona  mallufaa.  And you shall perceive benrjits. 
Yallgu  utakaposhika,  While you shall bold to my counsel, 
Mwanangu, hutosumbuka.  My  chil~ you shall escape  trouble. 
Duniani utavuka,  You shall pass  through  tbis world, 
Na  Akhera  utakiya.  And cross over to  the  life  beyond. 
La  kwanda,  kamata  dini.  In  tbe first place,  hold fast to  the Faith,  . 
Faradhi usiikhini,  Do not neglect to fulfil the Faradh, 
. Na Suna ikimkini,  And the Sunnah, when they are possible, 
Ni Wajibu  kuitiya.  And the  Wajibu,  to perform  them. 
Pili, uwa na adabu,  Secondly,  be of good  behaviour, 
Na ulimi wa thawabu,  With a discreet  tongue, 
Uwe kitu mahabubu,  That you  be as  one  beloved, 
Kulla utakapongiya.  Wheresoe'er you shall enter. 
La tatu,  uwa sadiki,  Thirdly,  be  trutliful, 
Usbikalo ulithiki.  What you undertake,  take pains  to  do. 
Mtu  asosbi/M  hakt;  A person who  holds not to jufUce, 
Sandamane naye ndiya.  Let you  not follow  in  bis  path. 42-
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Baltl15 - 19 
Stani(!l'  I} - 19 
Tena,  mwanangu,  idhili, 
Further, my child,  learn  how to behave 
Mbee  ~  makabaili. 
Before people cif rank. 
Uwaonapo  mabali, 
When you  see  them  at any place, 
Angusa  kuwainukiya. 
HaRen  to  pay  them  respect. 
Wangiapo  wenukie, 
When  they enter;  do you rise up, 
N  a  moyo ujurabiye. 
And let your heart rejoice. 
Kisa uwapeke  mbee, 
4fterwards,  conduct them forth, 
Watakapokwenda  ndiya. 
When  they wisl!  to go  their way. 
lfanye mteshiteshi 
Let you make yourself entertaining 
Kwa maneno yaso ghashi. 
By words  that have not gUile.  ' 
Wala  sifanye ubishi, 
But do  not make  impertinent jokes 
Watu wakayatukiya. 
Which  people  dislike.  ' 
Nena nao  kwa mzaha, 
Talk with  them  cheerfully 
Yawatiayo juraha, 
Of  things which give them pleasure, 
Yawapo ya ikiraha, 
But when words might give offence 
Kberi  kuinyamaliya. 
It is  better to  hold oneself silen:' 
Wala situkue dhatla 
Neither maintain opinions 
Kwa  mambo usoyaona. 
On matters you  have not perceived 
N  a kwamba na kunong' ona, 
As for gossiping  and wbispering,  J 
T ahadhari,  nakwamhiya. 
Be upon your guard,  I tell you. 44  MWANA  KUPONA  THE W1FELY  DUTY  +5  Baitl 20 - 24  Stanzas  20 - 24 
Sitangane  na  watumwa,  Do not associate with slaves  I 
Illa mwida wa khuduma.  Except during  household affairs. 
1 
Watakuvutia  tama,  They will  draw you  into disgrace, 
Labuda nimekwambiya.  As, perhaps, I have  told you. 
Sandamane na wayinga,  Do  not go about with Joolish people, 
Wasoyua kUitunga.  Who know not to control themselves. 
Ziumbe  wasio changa,  As to persons who have  no modesty, 
Wata kuwakurubiya.  Avoid  having contact with them. 
Mama,  pulik4  maneno.  Little mother,  listen  to  this counsel. 
Kiumbe ni radhi  tano,  For a woman  there are .five  bleSSings, 
Ndipo  apate  usono  Whereby  she may obtain  the  peace 
• 1 
'. 
Wa  Akhera  na duniya.  OJ the next world and this. 
Nda  Mngu  na mtumewe,  They  are if  God and His Prophet, 
Baba na  mama wayue.  HerJather and mother, she must know. 
Ya  tano  nda mumewe.  The .fiJtb is if  her husband. 
Mno  imekaririwa.  Much  has  this  been  affirmed. 
Nawe radhi  mumeo.  Let your husband be content with you, 
5iku zgte  mkaaq.  All the days that you dwell together. 
5il:u mukhitariwao,  On the Day on which ye are chosen, 
Awe radhi mekuwiya.  May be  be happy and bold it due  to you. ( 
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Baiti 25 - 29  Stanzas U  - 29 
Na  1ifapo Wewe  mbee,  And, should you die bifore him, 
Radhi yake  i{!ngee,  Do you seek  his  blessing, 
Wende  uituku2Je.  That you may go forth exalted. 
Ndipo  upatapo ndiya.  Thus shall you find the right road. 
Na siku 1ifufuwao,  And on  the  Day  of ResumElion, 
Nadhari nda mumeo,  The  award is with your husband; 
)  Taulizwa atakao,  He will  be  asked what he shall wish, 
N dilo  takalotendewa.  And as he wishes,  it shall  be done. 
Kipenda wende  Peponi,  If  he w/sh that you go  to Paradise, 
Utapekwa  daUhini.  You will forthwith  be  brought thither. 
Kinena  wende  Motoni,  If  he says tbat you go  to the  Fire, 
Huna  budi, utatiwa.  Without escape you will be put there. 
Keti  naye  kwa adabu.  live with him befittingly. 
Us/mtie  ghadhabu.  Do not provoke him  to  anger. 
Akinena,  simjibu;  If  be  rebukes you,  do  not answer back; 
Itahidi  kunyamaa.  Endeavour  to  control your tongue. 
I 
;  Enda  naye  kwa  imani.  Keep faith with him.  , 
I  Atakalo  simukhini.  That which he desires do not withhold. 
We  naye  sikindaneni,  You and he,  dispute not together. 
Mkindani  huumiya.  A quarreller always is  hurt. ~'i 
"  < 
;\ 
<" 
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MW  ANA  KUPONA  49  ,  Baili 30 - 34  Slall~s 30 - 34  ,  ,  , 
Kitoka,  agana  naye,  When  he goes out,  take  leave of him,  , 
,  Kingia,  mkongowee.  When  he "returns, pleasantly greet him.  , 
Kisa,  umtandikie  Then  let you set ready for  him  ! 
\  Mahala pa  kupumua.  A place of easMaldng. 
! 
• 
Kilala  siikul1Use,  When  he refts, do not betake yourself off. 
,  Mwegeme,  umpapase.  Draw near to  him,  caress him. 
\  Na  upepo,  nasikose  And for cooling air, let him not lack 
~ 
1  Mtu  wa  kumpepeya.  A person  to fan  him. 
-, 
Kivikia  simwondoe,  When  he sleeps,  do  110t  arouse him,  •  , 
Wala  sinene ',wa yowe.  Nor let you speak with a loud voice. 
,  Keti papo, siinue,  Stay  there; rise not from your place, 
I ~  Chaml,a  kakuz:!ngeya.  That, waking, be need seek for you.  '  , 
I ' 
1 
Cbamka  siimubuli,  When  he  awakes,  delay you not  1 
<  Mwandikie  maakuli.  To prepare for him a meal.  , 
\  Na  kumtunda  muili,  And to  take  care if  his  body, 
i  Kumsinga na kU11l0wa.  Perjuming  him and bathing him. 
Mnyoe,  umpaliliz:!,  Shave  him,  that 7)is skin  be  smooth, 
Sbartifa  umtengez:!.  Let his  beard  be trimmed. 
Mkukiz:!,  mfuldZJ,  Let him enjoy  ablution  and incense, 
Eukurata wa ashiya.  Moming  and eVClling. 50  MW  ANA  KUPONA  THE WIFELY  DUTY  51 
Baitl 3.5 • 39  Stall~' 3.5 • 39 
Mtunde  kama  kijana  Look  rifter bim like a cbild 
ASioyua kunena.  Who  knows not bow  to  speak. 
Kitu  cbangalie  sana- One  tbing you must  look well to-
Kitohacho  na  kungiya.  ,  The bousehold expenses and income.  , 
Mpumba<:!  apumbae, 
,I  Be gay with bim, tbat  be be  amused,  li 
Amriye  sikatae.  (\  Do not oppose bis autbority. 
"  Maovu  kieta yeye,  [I  If  he  brings ill to you, 
Mngu  atakuteteya. 
q, 
God will  difend you.  , 
I 
Mwanangu,  siwe mkoo,  My  cbild,  be  not a sloven.  II 
Tenda  kama uonao.  I  Do  as you see  done. 
Kupea  na kuosha choo,  To  sweep and wash out a batbroom, 
Sidbarau marra moya.  Do not scorn  to  do  it  at once. 
Na  kowa  na  kuisinga, 
1I  As to  bathing and perjuming yourself,  ,I 
'i 
Na  nyee  zako  ktifunga,  And plaiting your hair, 
N a yasimini kutunga,  And stringing jessamine blossoms, 
Na firasbani kutiya,  And strewing them upon  the cQverlet, 
Nawe  ipambe  libasi,  Do you adorn yourself witb finery, 
Ukae  kama  (arusi.  That you remain like a bride. 
Maguu  tia  kugesi,  Put anklets upon your ankles, 
Na mikononi makowa.  And  bracelets  uporz  your arms. I 
I 
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!Jait{ 10 - 11 
Na kidani na kifungo, 
Sitoe katiha shingo. 
Muwili  siwate mwengo 
Ya marashi na daliya. 
P  ete sitoe  zandani, 
Hina sikome nyaani, 
Wanda siwate matoni 
Na  nshini kuitiya. 
Nyumba yako i nadhifu, 
Mumeo umsharifu, 
Wakutanapo  S~tiftl, 
Msifu  ukimweteya. 
Moyowe  alipendalo, 
Nawe  ~uate Lilo. 
Yambo  limtukialo, 
Siwe mwenye kumweteya. 
Ukutiwapo  kutoka, 
Sharuti ruhusa  taka. 
Uonapo  meudhika, 
Rudi l:a  kUikctiya. 
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StallZas 40 - 11 
And the  necklace and clasp, 
Remove them  not from your neck. 
To your body  deny not the fragrmlces 
Of  rosewater and dalia powder. 
The rings remove not from your  fingers, 
.  Nor lack henna on your fingernails. 
Cease not to put wanda below your eyes 
And upon your eyebrows. 
Let your house  be  well  kept, 
That you honour your husband 
When people foregather  there, 
And then you will bring him praise. 
That which  be  desires  in  his heart, 
You,  also,  let you follow  that. 
As for a matter offensive  to  him, 
Be you not the  one  to indulge it. 
Whenever you need to go out, 
Be sure  to  ask leave. 
When  you see  that  be  is vexed, 
Return and sit :you  at home. MWANA  KUPONA 
Baiti 45 - 49 
Fuata yake  idhini, 
Awe radhi kwa yakini. 
Wala  sikae  ndiam, 
Saa ya 'ne ikasiya. 
Wala sinene ndiani, 
Sifunue shiraani. 
Mato  angalia tini, 
Na uso utie  haya. 
Rejea upesi kwako, 
Ukakae na bwanako. 
Utenge2J  matandiko, 
Mupate kUilaliya. 
Na  bwanako  mtuku2J, 
Sifa {!'ke u2Jne2J, 
Wala simshuruti2J 
Asoweza kutukuwa. 
Akupacho mpokeye, 
Na moyo ufurahiye. 
Asilotenda kwa  yeye, 
Huna haja kumwambiya. 
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StanJ;!ls 45 - 49 
Wait upon his permission, 
That  he  may  truly  be  content. 
Do not loiter  by  the way, 
When  the fourth  hour has passed. 
And do  not gossip  by  the way, 
Nor uncover from within  the  shiraa. 
Let your eyes  be  downcast, 
Your countenance let it  be modest. 
Return qUickly  to your home, 
That you may sit with your lord. 
Let you make ready cushions and rugs, 
That you may take your ease  together. 
And your lord,  let you exalt him, 
His praises,  spread tbem  abroad, 
But do  not make obligations for bim 
Which he  is unable to fulfil. 
55 
That which he gives you,  accept from him 
With a heart which rejoices. 
What he  does  not of his own  accord, 
You  have  no  need to  tell him. 
/ 1/ 
i i 
,  I 
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Bait{ 50-54 
Uonapo  uso wake, 
Funua meno,  utcke. 
Akwambialo lishike, 
Illa  ~'Uasi J  alrya. 
Mama,  sinoe ulimi, 
Nioleza wako umi. 
Naliowa nyaka kumi, 
T  usitete  siku moya. 
Naliowa na babako, 
Kwajuraha na -<jteko. 
T  usondoleane  m  belio, 
Siku  .(9te twalokaa. 
Siku moya  tusitete. 
Ovu langu  asipate, 
N a lake lisinilmte, 
Hatta akakbitariwa. 
Yalipokuya jaradht, 
Kanikariria radhi, 
Kashukuru lu!fawidhi, 
Moyo wangu katushiya. 
o 
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Stanzas 50 - 54 
When you look upon  his face, 
Reveal your teeth  in a smile. 
That which he tells you)  hold to  it, 
Except to rebel against the  Highest. 
My child,  be  notsharp~tongued. 
Be you like me, your mother. 
I was married ten years, 
Yet we did not quarrel one single day. 
I was wed by  your father 
With  happiness  and  laughter. 
We did not abase our mutual respeEt 
All the days that we lived together. 
Not one  day  did we quarrel. 
He met with  no ill from  me, 
And from  him none did I encounter, 
Unto  the time  he was cl)os&n. 
And when  death caw, 
He repeatedly  told me of his content, 
And resigned himself to  God in peace) 
While my heart was filled with grief. I \  , I 
I  I 
I  I 
,  I 
I  i 
I I 
I1 
, 
11  I 
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Balt155·59 
Tangu  hapo bata yeo, 
Siyanyamaa kilio. 
Nikumbukapo pumbao, 
Na wingi wa  ma~eya. 
Watu wakipulikana, 
Milele hukumbukana. 
Illa wenye kushindana, 
Mileie huiyutiya. 
Mausio ya mvuli, 
Allah Allah ya'  ami/{. 
Na ndugu;;g na aha/i, 
Wapende  nakuusiya. 
Uwaonapo  sahibu, 
Ambao wakunasibu, 
Wakikwambia karibu, 
Angusa kukurubiya. 
Na wachandika chakula, 
Uchambiwa  nawe nla. 
Wala  siweke muhula, 
Nyuma nyuma kurejeya. 
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Stall,!,s 55 ·59 
From  tbat time  unto  this  day, 
I yet cease  not  lamentatioll, 
Whm I remember the  ease, 
AlId plenty if  our accuHomed life. 
~f  people beed one another, 
For  ever  they  sbare jond  memories. 
But those wbo flrive againH each other, 
Regret it jor eternity. 
The  inflruElions if  your  hllsban~ 
With jait/!ful care discbarge  them. 
And your kindred and relations, 
Love  them, I  adjure you. 
W1Jentver you see jrimds, 
Wbo  are your  equals  by  birtb, 
if  they  bid you welcome, 
HaHen  to visit t'mn. 
And if they  layout  a meal, 
And 'you  are  asked, let you eat  too. 
But let you not  leave  a long  delay, 
Bifore returning  to your bome. 60  MW  ANA  KUPONA  THE WIFELY  DUTY  61 
BaW 60 - 64  Stalli(J1s 60 - 64 
Wala sifanye ki/1uri,  And do  not  be  discourteous, 
Nla batta usbakiri.  Eat until you  are satiified. 
USiyakuta sikiri,  1J not yet content,  do  not confess  it, 
Ukambwa na kondolewa.  Wben  told that tbe dish  be removed. 
Watu wote wa IImini,  All people  wbo  are  sife to  truff 
Kwako na wawe wendani.  At  YOllr bome,  thm let tbem  be friends. 
Sipcnde masalatini,  Do not be fond of qllarrelsome people, 
Wasbinde ukiwepllwa.  Overcome  tbem  by  avoiding  them. 
Sipende wenye jamali,  Do  not love  tbose  who  affeEl  elegance 
Na utl/kufu wa mali,  Witb  tbe arrogance of wealtb, 
Fllkara ukawadbili,  While  it  despises  tbe  poor, 
Gheo ukawavundiya.  And disparages  to  tbem  their  lot. 
Akupendao mpende,  Sbe  wbo  loves yall,  love  ber. 
Akui~o mwenende,  Sbe wbo  dislikes you, go  to  ber, 
\  K  wa ZJma mVllndevunde,  By kindness disperse her illjeeling, 
La' ala akaridhiya.  Maybap sbe will  be  appeased. 
Na  ayapo muhitaji,  And when  there  comes  one  ill  IIce~ 
Mama,  kwako,  simuhllji.  My child,  to .'lOll, do 1I0t embarrass bim. 
Kwa  IIwe~lo 11lbuji,  With what skill you are  able, 
Angusa kll1ntmdeya.  HaS/m  to  assist him. 6>.  MWANA  KUPONA 
J3aiti 6; - 69 
Mama, haya yasikiZ!, 
T cifadbali sinipllZ!. 
Utaolla ncif!JIIZ!, 
Za akhera na dllniya. 
Tamati man&11O yangll, 
Xllhlllsia,  mwanangH. 
Sasa ta11luomba  :NIngll, 
Anipokelee dua. 
K.  wan! yote tunertao, 
Mwana Adamu ni puo. 
Mol a ndiye Awezao, 
K upotcz:g na kongowa. 
Nakuombawe  Manani, 
Unitilie  allni, 
Ninenayo  ulimini, 
N a yotc nisoyatowa. 
Yote  nimcf(9yanena, 
Rabbi,  tahabali minna, 
Na yasalicyo  tena, 
Nakuomba nitendeya. 
'\ 
I 
/, 
, 
I 
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Stan'!', 6; - 69 
My  child,  hearken  to  tbese words. 
I pray you,  do not igllore  11Ie. 
You will behold  the advantage of tlmlt, 
For tbe life to  come andJor this. 
This  is the end of  11Iy  words, 
DireEling you,  my daughter. 
Now will I entreat Goil, 
That He  receive of me a  prayer. 
For  all tbat we may say, 
A child of Adam is but empty Jolly. 
The  Lord,  He it is Who  is Powetjul, 
To de§lroy and to preserve. 
I pray  Thee,  0 Bmejicmt One, 
Grant to  me  aid, 
For the words tbat are upon my tOllgue, 
And Jor all that are ill m)'  heart. 
All things of wMch I  have  SpOIUlI, 
o Lord,  receive  in  trtlst Jor me. 
And as  to those whicb remaill  unsaid, 
I pray Tbee, grant to me {avollr. 64  MW  ANA  KUPONA  THE WIFELY  DUTY  65 
Baiti 70-74  Stanza,  70  - 74 
Niwekea wangu wana)  Take Jor me into Thy care my children) 
Na umbu langu)  mnuna)  And my  kinsman)  a young  brother) 
Yakue yao maina)  That their names may endure) 
Yenee majimbo piya.  And spread abroad in all lands. 
Rabbi, waweke nduzangu)  o Lord,  preserve  Thou my kindred, 
Na wana wao na wangu)  And their children and mine) 
Wenee  na ulimwengu)  May  they increase in  this world, 
K  wa jamali tIa sitawa.  With grace and prosperity. 
Na jamii Isilamu,  And tbe  company  of Islam, 
Mola wangu wa Rahamu,  o my Lord of Mercy, 
Matakwa yao yatimu,  May  their needs  be fulfilled, 
Nyoyo  2jkifurahiya.  That tbeir hearts may rejoice. 
Ya Allabu! Wangu wana,  o Lord God,  my cbildrm 
Nimekupa  ni amana.  I have given  to Thee  in trust. 
Watunde  Mola  Rabbana,  ProteEl them,  0  Lord and  MaSier) 
Siwate kuwangaliya.  Cease not to  look upon  them. 
Nimekupa  duniani)  /'  f have given them  to Thee in this world,  , 
" 
Wntunde Uwahi2jni) 
,  That Thou proteEl and cherish  them)  ! 
Unipe  kesho  Peponi, 
ri  Crant them to me herecifter in  Heaven, 
Mbee 4£l TumwaNabiya.  In the presence of the Holy Prophet. 
, 
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B.iti 75 - 79  Stalli(!ls 7.5 - 79 
Wangalie hva hUfuma,  Look upon  tbem witb compassion, 
Uwongo;;§ ndia njema,  Guide tbem  in  tbe right patb, 
Uwepulie  Ila tama  Remove  them from  tbe  troubles 
Za  akbera na duniya.  Of the next life and tbis. 
K  wako kuomba sikotni,  To  Thee I cease 1I0t to pray, 
Wala  sifllmbi  ulimi.  Nor §till I my tongue. 
Ya  Mtifarrija 'I Hammi,  o Comforter alld ProteEtor, 
Nikomeshcza  udhiya.  Bring me to the end of my sujJerings. 
Nisimeme mullitaji,  As I stand, a mppliant, 
Nipa  bin/a,  Sil1ihuji  Yield to  me readio',force not upon tile 
Ajii; bi'l faraji,  A deatb  without tbe  blessings 
fa tiftta na  ajiya.  Of  pardon and salvation. 
Nondolea ndwee mbovu,.  Remove from  me  tbe evil malady, 
falol1ingia hva nguvtl.  Wbicb  has forcibly seiZJd UpOIl  me. 
Dhambi zangu na  maovu,.  My  sillS  and ill-doings, 
fa Rabbi nighl!firiYfl.  :'  o Lord, forgive  to me. 
" 
K  welu yangawa mazjto, 
1 
Althougb things be bard for us  to bear,  .~ 
K  wako Wewe lIi matoto.  Yet to  Tbee they are bm small matters. 
Nepulia uvukuto}  Take from  me  the fever of Sickness, 
Unepuke marra moya.  Mayd1 Tbou  relieve me speedily. 68  MW  ANA  KUPONA  THE WIFELY  DUTY  69 
B.iII 80 - 8f  Sta"""  80 - 8f 
Nakuombawe Latifa,  I pray to  Thee,  the All-Kind) 
Unondolee  mikhqfa)  Ward off from  me fears, 
K  wa Yaumu lit Artifa,  By reason  ~  the  Day ~  Artifat, 
Na Idi ya udhibrya.  And  the  Feftival ~  the Sacrifice. 
K  wa siku hiz:.!  tuktifu,  By  these glorious days, 
Za kubiji na kutJifu,  Of the  Pilgrimage and  the Kaaba) 
Niqfu,  Rabbi,  nicifi!,  Save mc,  0 Lord,  save me, 
Unishusbi~ qfuwa,  Send down  to  me  deliverance. 
fa Allahu!  fa Allal)u!  o God!  0  God! 
fa Rabbahu!  Ya Rabbabu!  o Lord!  0  Lord! 
fa Gbayata Ragbbatahu!  o Fulfilment ~  all desire! 
Nitika hukwamkuwa.  Answer me as I call upon  Thee. 
Nakuombawe Rabbana,  I call upon  Thee,  0  Lord God, 
Bi' asmaika  'l Husuna,  By  Thy  beautiful  Names) 
Tis' aa wa tis'ina,  Nine and ninety, 
Mia kupungua 11l0ya,  One hundred less  one. 
Nipulishie  walimu)  ..  So  let me  hearken  to  tbe learned  , 
Wakt'nambia,  "Fahamu:  \  As they  tell me, "Know tbou: 
Dua bini 1silamu,  This prayer ~  the Faitb, 
Akiomba  hurudiwa."  if  one prays,  ever  is it granted." MWANA  KUPONA 
Bm"a 85  ~ B9 
Nami  mjao dhaiftt, 
Mwenye  nyingi  takalujil, 
Nakuomba  tak/}afijil, 
Rabbi  nitakhafijiya. 
N akuomba taisiri, 
Mambo  nisoyakadiri, 
Unegeshe  kulla  kheri, 
Ovu  Ukineptdrya. 
YaRabbi,  Ilitimiliz:£l, 
Mambo  nisiyoyawe~, 
Wala  moya  nisowa~, 
Amba yatasikiliya. 
Rabbi,  Unifurahishe, 
Mambo  mcma  Unegcshe, 
Maovu  Uyagurishe, 
T  usikutanc pamoya. 
Uniwcke  duniyani, 
Miongo  ya  wahusini, 
Nifapo  nendc Peponi, 
Makao  ya  ha(idbiya. 
1 
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St'"~1S S  5 - 89 
And ~ who am  Thy poor  bandmaiden, 
One  burdened with many troubles, 
I pray  Thee,  lighten  them, 
o Lord,  do  Tholl unburdm me. 
I pray  to  Thee  in  haSle, 
As to matters of which I cannot judge, 
Do  Thou bring  10 me every happiness, 
Mayest  Thot! deliver me from evil. 
o Lord, fulfil for me, 
Matters wbich I canllot accomplish, 
Nor can I think of even  one of tbem, 
That they shall comt  to pass. 
Lord,  do  Thou  cause me  to  rejoice, 
The good  do  Thou  bring  near to me, 
The evilmayest Thou remove from  me, 
That we meet not  together. 
Do  Thou keep me stife ill  this  worl~ 
Among  tbe number of the  Faitliful, 
That when I die, I may go  to Paradise, 
The  abiding-place  of tbe Saved. 
71 
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Tungile  utungu  hunu) 
Kwa  4£lhimu  na  ~tunu) 
Kwa  kadhayako  Dayanu) 
Na  hukumu~  Jaliya. 
Tungile  nilisakimu) 
Moyo  usina fahamu. 
Usomeni Isilamu) 
Mukiongo4£lna  ndiya. 
N  a sababu ya  kutunga) 
Si shairi)  si  malenga. 
Nina  kijatla  muyinga) 
Kapenda  kumuusiya. 
Kapenda  kumnabihi, 
La' ala  katanabahi, 
Kal1ifuata Illahi) 
Pamwe  na  wake  rijaa. 
Somani  nyute  huramu) 
Maana  muytifahamu. 
Musitukue laumu) 
Mbee  za  Mola Jaliya. 
I 
~I 
'I 
, 
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Slall,," 90 - 94 
I  have composed this poem 
Amid trouble  and griif, 
By Thy  dispensation,  0  Judge) 
And by  Thy  decrees)  All  High. 
I have composed it in sickness; 
My  heart without underftanding. 
Read it)  0  True  Believers) 
That  ye may follow the true path. 
And  the  reason for  composing) 
Is not poesy nor minftrelsy. 
I have a young I'nnocent child) 
And I wish  to  inftruct ber. 
And I desire  to warn  her, 
That) mayhap) she shall realise, 
And follow  the Lord God) 
Together with her mall. 
Read ye)  all ye women, 
So  that ye 111ay undm'land; 
That ye may  bear no  blame, 
III  the presCIICe if  God  the  Highest. 
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Somani  mite yanganu, 
MUi  waume  wenu , 
Musipatwe  na  :(jtltnu, 
Za  Akhera  /la  duniya. 
Mwenw kutu mvuli  - , 
Ndake jqha  /la  jamali, 
Kulla  endapo mahali, 
Hutangaa  na  kweneya. 
Mwenye  kutunga nudhmnu 
Ni gharibu  mwenye  ham:' 
Na  ubora  wa  ithimu  , 
Rabbi  tamghufiriya. 
Na  baiti2J  idadi, 
Ni miate  wa  wahedi 
Na  11Ibili  {f! maz:jd:di, 
Ndi{9  Zime{9:(jdiya. 
Tamat  aUII Illahi. 
r\ 
I  , 
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Stallzas 95 - 98 
Read ye,  who  are as  sprouts of wheat, 
o  bey  ye your me1ifolk, 
That ye  be  not touched by  the sorrows, 
OJ the  cifter~life and of this. 
She who obeys  her husban4 
Hers  are  power and the gift to please. 
Wberesoe'er she shall go, 
Her fame  is published abroad. 
She wbo composed this  poem, 
Is  one  lonely and sorrowful. 
And tbe greatest of ber sins, 
Lord,  Thou wilt forgive  ber. 
And the  number of its verses, 
Is  one  hundred and  one, 
With  two  in  additfon, 
Which  are  those  which are added. 
-
Completed with the help of God. 
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APPENDIX I. 
CONSPECTUS  OF  THE  MANUSCRIPTS 
Six  manuscripts of Utendi  wa  MWQtla  KlfpotlQ  have been eoUated 
for  this u'ansbtion.  They arc:-
Riferenu  SOlffCC  and  Description 
Kt  Ms., written by Muhamadi Kijuma ilnd believed to 
98statlzas  h:\ve been copied by  him from a Ms., in the  posscss~ 
ion of Nana Chema bind Diwani, of Pate, shcwn and 
read  by  her  (0 Prar.  Werner at Lamu  in 1912.  This Ms., is  re~ 
produced in facsimile  in Harvard AJritall  Studies,  Vol. I., pp.  146-
181;  Cambridge.  MilSS.,  U.S.A.  The  Ms.,  waS  sent to America 
in 1916,  3nd its present whereabouts arc  unknown.  For the  pur  .. 
poses  of this eoUation  the  facsimile print has been referred  to. 
TitIc:  UtClldl  wa  Mwana  Kllpclfla. 
K2  Ms., written by  Muh..  Kijuma.  subsequently to  KI, 
98 stallzas.  and now  in  the archives of the Scmin:tt fiir Afrik:tn-
ischc  Spr.lchen,  University  of  Hamburg,  loaned  to 
us  in  1933  by the courte:;y of Professor  Carl  Mcinhof. 
Title::  Uumli  wtJ  MWatht  Kf/polla. 
On ticle-p3ge::"Hl/li III khabari ya mwanitmke  alizaa  kljatlil IIIWalla-
mkt  akl1111\valldikiYit  mausiyo  kumlll/Slya lltheti fla  fIIume  s/tlla  pamoY,l  fla 
watH  Wdllgltu.  na  Ilia  lake Mwmla  X"polla  ..  alotutlga  Htemli  hUll. 
[These arc dj{la of il woman who bore a.  child,  a daughter,  and 
wrote for  her  instructions,  instructing  her to live well  with her 
husband and with other people: and her name was Mw.loa KUPOn.l, 
she who composed  this poem.] 
K'  Ms.,  obtained  from  Lamu  by  Sheikh  Mb"ak  Ali 
l04 stanzas.  Hinawy,  in an effort  to  trace  the "missing" verses; 
written by Muhamadi Kijuma in 1933. with a tr.mS-
literltion by Sheikh Mbarak  Ali  Hinawy. 
Title:  Hadlsi ,a ]o,[walla  K11pona  bit/a  Sheikh  Mlfhatlltflad  Matak,l. 
Ko.l  Ms.,  with  interlinear  ilnnotations  and  th~mb-nai1 
10J stallzas.  sketches,  and  end-pages  of notes. Written by Muh. 
Kijuma  in 1933.  One stanza (ft. 8),  seems  to  have 
been  omitted accidentally by the scribe in process of copying. 
Title:  Utmdi  wa  MWl1lla  Kllp0lla. 
A note at cnd rcads:- Sheikh M"ha"""a'! Malaka (ha/i' M"h."",,,,'! bill 
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[s.haq bin Mbarak), ali<:jkwa Si"  kati!a  mashhad ya  Sheikh  Ab"ba!a' Mn 
Salim;  na  k,!!a  a[iftya  Patc."  [Sheikh Muhammad Mataka(correct. 
Iy  Muhammad bin  Is.haq bin Mbarak), was  buried  at Siu in the 
mausoleum of Sheikh Abubakar bin  Salim: but he  died at Pate.] 
M.  Ms., written  by or at the direction of  Sheikh Mbara.k 
98 stanzas  Ali Hinawy, with a transliteration,  1933.  ' 
Title:  Utendi  wa  MWalllZ  Kupona  ametlfllga  Mwana  Kttpona  hillti 
Mshanlll  klllnllusiya  billti  yake  Mwana  Ha,l,ima  Linti  Sheikh  Mataka 
I'Fama"  kati!a  mwtt.] 9 dh"  'I.Haj  IZ75.  [The poem of Mw,na 
Kupona  composed  by  Mwana  Kupona  bind  Msh:tm  to instruct 
her  daughter M  wana  I-lashima  bind  Sheikh Mataka l' Famau on 
9th Dhu 'l.Haj IZ75  (10th July 1858.)) 
f.  Ms., and transliteration made df(n 1890.91, as  to the 
97 stanzas.  SwahiH script,  by  Kombo  bin  Msham,  or  by  Joscf 
Fricdrich, a German engineer  then  at  Larnu,  and  as 
to  the  transliteration,  by  Friedrich.  Loaned  by Professor  Carl 
Meinhof.  The  Ms., from  which  this  WitS  copied appears  to have. 
bccn  obtained  from  Muhammad bin Abdallah  bin  Muhamm,d 
F ]ahdhumiya of Lamu, now deceased. commonly known;'ls fBoki' 
and  referred to in a note,  "erhaltcn ven Boki," on Friedl'kh's Ms. 
No title.  but the  line:- .  .. 
~~.;  ..  o  • .i ."'!. ~ F; 1.~~  1 ilJ  1 t-: 
with  the  transIiteration:~ 
Bisme lIa/)  arra/)mQtI  arfahim  Wa  bihi  lI~fla/tlu. 
A tend:·  <.3l..oJc.6!) ~  u01JS) 
for  wa kaahalika )ltljtabika  Rabbuka  wa yufallimaq.  Qurllt1,  t 2.6. 
All  these  Mss.,  agree with  the  version  here  printed  except in 
the  following more important individual  variati<?ns:" 
n.  1.2.  },fchachifi,  wa  hasl1l1ali 
wa  Simat{ 
La'aIa  f/ka~lIg.urya 
Mara 
F. 
K,l.M. 
&2. 
P. 
Sfs.  7,  8}  9J  to}'-nre  11,7,8,9, in  r. 
n.  8.  Nikutfmgie  hiri{j  K1. 
The entire stanza omitted.  K4.. 
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fl.  43+  SI\IJC  ",wetrye  kuliflgiya. 
."  !1I[,key •• 
fl·4N+  Omitted 
n.  55.4.  'Na  wema  wa  tIIa~eya. 
m!gj 
K1.M. 
F. 
F. 
F. 
n.  56-4.  D,lt'ma  b"iYlltiya. 
.n.  64.3'  K,wa  lIwcZalo, mp,lji.  F. 
fl.  65-4- Zi,i<!}  k"tI/ldikiya.  .  F. 
ft.  69.  After  this  H.  in  F:,  ...  foll~w  Qth;  ~n:s!"  ... 
G~  ~1~ l:.J}i UU  l:.J~  o •• 
.:..~) :J1 6l!  .:..:;'~ 6J  JJ er: W ~  ~ 
with  a transliteration:..  b b 
Rabbana  latflsia  kulubarla baJa  ishadel  tatla wa a 
lal1a  min  la  dUlIka  rabamata  jllaha  illtalo  wababll. 
7fi 
[for  Raban.  la  tt1~gh 111111b/l/l.  ba'da  Izbadeitnlla  wab.b 
la"a  mltl  lad1mka  rahmatatl  innJ:a  atltal  wahhabu.  Qurall,3·6.]. 
If  ". d'  .  tl  tm  This is underlined. with a pencil notc,  rot  J  tnllc~tlhngQ la  • 
h  ..'  1 Ms  it was written in red,  as  is  usu~  wit  uranlC 
t  e orIWn,  .,  to th,nk Sheikh Abdul  M,jid, of the Sh,h 
~h~~t~:~t:'  ~:k~ng,  fo~ his kindness in identifying these lincs. 
fl.  70.4.  Yat.ngny'  /la  d"niyn.  F. 
fl.  73.4.  Kw.  ri<:jll  /I • •  fly.  F. 
fl.  74.2.  1V"b!f.Jbi  wnhi<!nl.  F.  • 
n""  After n.  79  the following  stall~'l oC,curs  In  r. 
• 19a•  •  [Tl] I  '  of serving tires not, 
/I{;ll  klltumwa  bache.b,  :1y d S  a' chill  do  not wish.') 
Wala  haHmi sitaM,  Nor  oes  5  c say. 
Ilia  bnaJn yn dhi!;,  But, ,feer  rr~uble'All High 
Sasafaraji falia.  Now com  ort,  . 
fl.  93.3.  Ki/kO'a  kwa  Ilnbl  F. 
fl.  93+  lala  wa 'ala jalia  F. 
On  !:his  expression  sec Glossary, s.v. ]aUa. 
a  .  cl  F  fls.  95 & 96  mltte  • 
fl.  98.  Na  baiti,! 'idadi  F. 
Ni  mi,lte miaf/dl 
Nd  ~"gltle za  11Ia~daclj) 
Fahmmmi  ~jtllmgjya. 
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After if. 98, in Mss., K3  and K'I  :lre  the following  \'ers~s:-
99.  A~.(ra.~wla ~lzaljJ  In the next world, where are terrors, 
U IJntu  mt,"lt,  If you obey your husb;md 
Hllna  hl(~Ji 1tt(mal~,  You  c.1nnot but obtain [a 'blessing]. 
Itanyola yaka tultya.  Your way  will  be straightened. 
lOO.  W~tlangll  W~is.IamfCJ  0  my children of Islam, 
Nmmayo flb,kwlU,  Attend to the words  that I s  ak 
Aftlt{mizapo ,.atim",  If you fulfil  them complcrc1:  ' 
Na  Pepom  tnfltangiya.  Then into Par3dise you shall enter. 
101. M\JII/i ,hulla. nalll1la,  A husband - in every circumstance, 
Sikhalifu  akmma,  Do  not oppose him when he speaks 
Na  Mola  weW  Rabbana,  Then God our Lord  I 
Radhi  atakucleya.  Fa\'our wiIl show'  to you. 
tOl. Na h,m"  wasia  wang",  And  this  exhortation of mine 
Kwa ndu~atJglf Ha wanatlgu,  For my kindred and  my children 
Ata.waJa~ Mngll,  God,  He will requite them,  , 
Kwa Akhera na duntya.  As  to the life  to come and this. 
'03. Mcla tatll,ahiliya,  The Lord will yield case to  us 
Kwa  baraka ya Nabiya,  Through the blessing of the Prophet 
Na  S.ah.aba~ pamoya,  And of his  Comp=tnions  :1S  weU,  , 
Dm,  waloteteya.  Who defended  the  Faith. 
'04.  TarilMye  kwa yalilti,  The date  of this  correccly 
Alifil wa tIIi,)'atmi,  Is one thousand  two hundred 
Khamsa  wa sab
filli,  And  seventy-five, 
Hi;:J  .{flft hijiriya.  Of these ye:1rs of  ours to the Hejr:1. 
It will be noted  that whereas n. 98 states that the  verses of the 
POkm number I miate wa wahedi ,la mLIli za ma<fdadi,'  which has been 
en  en to mean a total?f 103 verses, yet Mss., KI,  K2 IlndM., have 98 
(
verses  o~ly, P., contaIns 97 (actually  96~), while the above verses 
p~portlng to be the five verses that would appear to be  missing), 
ma  e a total  of 101' or one  11Iore  than the required  number. 
As  already explamed (p.2Z), the  omission of an  indelicate pas  .. 
:a~e may acCOunt  for the discrep;mcy between  103  and  98.  The 
c  unclant n. 104,  also,  may  be  merely a "date-line" added  b  a 
~ofIyist.  Even S?, it seems unlikely thot the missing  verses wo~ld 
fio  ow  consecutIvely at  the cnd of n. 98.  Moreover, the  style  of 
. 99b"104 suggests thot  they  are  of different authorship.  They 
must  c regarded  as  of doubtful  authenticity. 
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APPENDIX  n. 
THE  PETITION  OF  BmTI  SHeiKH 
LAMU,  30/9/30. 
I have already informed Mr Whiteon,  Justice of the Peace,  to 
send my news to the great officers of the Government regarding my 
work, which I did with my clear heart in  the  Government, when 
I was in great hope th=tt the Government would recognise my work 
which I offered  to  them.  My work I did as  under:-
Two  young  men  were  imprisoned,  and they  were  the sonS of 
Sheikh Omar bin Mat:lkaj their names were Muhammad bin Omar 
arid  Sheikh  Mataka bin  Omar.  They were imprisoned by Mr 
Rogers  in Lamu Fort.  Their father,  Sheikh Omar bin Mataka, 
had run away to the mainbnd with :l great number of people and 
he  had made  much  trouble at  the  mainland  to the inhabitants, 
as  same as the Siu people; the  Liwali  of Siu, Omar bin rsa, could 
not stay at Siu and he came to Lamu, and onc Akida AbdulLah bin 
ScUm  was sent to Siu.  The  late Provincial  Commissioner,  Mc 
Rogers,  h::td sent people  to the mainland several  times  to Sheikh 
Cmar bin Maraka  in order ro  make  pc.'1ce  with him.  Afterwards 
he instructed the late  Liwuli of Lamu, AbduUah bin Hamed, to go 
to  the mainland and  make  peace,  and  he  £,iled to go owing to 
great hostility.  Mr Rogers  came  to my  house and said that he 
came in order to send me in purpose of the Government's work. 
He  said  that  he knew that I could not afford this as I was  a 
,\roman, but there waS no help but to send me, and as Sheikh Omat 
bin Mataka is  my brother, there was  no onc who could talk with 
him as well as I. He had prep3rcd a bo::tt to take me to Siu and from 
there  to send some men  to  the  mainland  with  my  letter to  my 
brother asking  him  to  come and make  peace.  And  he said that 
if peace was made and guns were returned  to  Government and he 
[Omar] came to Siu, the  GO\'crnmcnt would be glad  because they 
did not want trouble to be  mudc on  the  tnainland-
14
so if this is 
done :md  the  Government becomes  grateful.  you  will  be  given a 
reward. fI  I followed  Mr Roger's requests  and I left with my son 
nnd  husband  for Siu and  from  there I sent my husband and  son 
and  my  nephews  to the  mainland with  my letter to  my  brother 
Sheikh Omar bin M:'ltaka who wanted his SOIlS to be released from 
prison and I sent a letter to  M r Rogel's  ::Isking  him to release the 
sons  of Sheikh  Omar  from  prison  and  let them stay at LanlU ApPENDIX II 
until Omar returned to Siu; and to "k.  away Akida AbduIlah bin 
Salim from  Siu bccausefititJa [intrigue] increased when  he was at 
Siu,  and  many  people  had  moved  from  Siu  to  the  mainland 
owing  to his fitilla.  Mr  Rogers released  the  sons of Sheikh Omar 
h. Mataka  and  allowed  them  to  stay at Lamu,  and  he  took away 
Akida Abdullah b. Salim from Siu.  I informed my brother rhat 
his sons were  released.  and  thilt  they would  stay at  Lamu  cm  he: 
came  back  to Silt and  gave up all  the  guns; that was  the  Govern-
ment's request.  Hc agreed with  my  advice ......  so I came  back 
to  Lamu and he sent me all the  guns and I handed  them  over  to 
Mr Rogers  who had them  broken and  pur rhem all in  the sea in 
front of the  Customs House, and Sheikh Omat bin  Mataka  came 
back to Siu.  Mc Rogers gave me a certificate  for my work which 
was t<lkcn  by the  Interpreter to Mr Harding,  Salim  bin  Az.1n,  to 
shew to Mr Hording.  Afterwards  Mr  Rogers called me to go to 
take  my certificate as it had been returned by Mr  Harding and he 
informed me that he would  Stilrt: soon  from  L:1mu  for  Zanzibar. 
But  at that  time I waS ill ......  and my son was away,  and when 
Mr Rogers went away I kept quiet because I had means.  My hus-
band  was  alive and my son  was  employed .•.... but now  I am  an 
old woman, I am ninety re,rs of age and ill; my husband  has died 
and my son lost  the  Govcrnment's  work owing  to illness and  he 
cannot do any othcr work;  so I became  poor.  For  this  reason  I 
have  communicated  to the  Government  my request and  I hope 
that the  Government will remember me and  give  me something. 
The above mentioned information was known to  all  the  people 
of Siu and others who have served the Goremment since they were 
young  men till they became  old  men and retired.  Also  I made 
peace at Jongcni but failed  to  complet,l!  it because  the  inhnbit:.1nts 
were  bad people.  As  f.1t as  I know if :1nyone  serves  the  Govern .. 
ment,  he  is  usually given something  as  reward or pension,  and  I 
did a gt'eat work  for the Government ilnd  1. hope that the  Govern  .. 
meot will not case me  aside,  for I am  an  old  woman  now, of old 
'ge and  poor. 
DINTI  SHEIKH  MI\TAKA 
[Mc Whiteon states th.t the above translation (slightly abridged), 
was  made  by  an  Arab  clerk,  and  adds,  It I h:l.d  frequently urged 
her casc,  but unfortunately she did  not  begin  to pIess  until after 
Mr Rogcrs' death,  and  so lost  the  services of her best advocate."] 
APPENDIX  Ill. 
'tHE  POEM  OF  BINTI  SHEIKH. 
the following  is a transliteration of a manuscript obtained,?,1 
Mr Whitron, after Bind Sheikh's death, from her d.ughter KhadlJ' 
binti  Abubakar.  The Ms., is indifferently written and  the ,",:ords 
given in brackets  below must  be  regarded  as  conjectural readmgs. 
Nana bllltl Sh"kh  Mataka  a/ill/nga  masbalrl Inomba  MllglI alipokllwa 
kijaua  IlJaka  tbamaniyataasbara  Ikapita kabuli  kwa  mashalri  baya ,nimt  .. 
Zoyalldlka.-Nana bind Sheikh Mataka composed verses  prayl~g. to 
God when she was a girl; eighteen years p<1Ssed  before my wrttmg 
down  these  verses. 
Blsmila  IIda  awall  na  himdl yako Rab., 
Na  sala ya  Murisall  114  AIi tla  As/habit, 
llahi  IIII1l fatblll  Fatlhl:;a  abllwabll, 
Adu'uIlI fasitahlbu  blkalllryo IlIdll'/. 
Naliposl!rya  aya  na kaull ya  asobl, 
KlIla  alokllw,l'ya  kaona  akifllrabl, 
Naml  na!ulifanrya ya Ra{jlli, ya  Fatahi, 
Naomba  kllla  sababl "l'mll  wala  sllosl. 
Aall',,!a Mall/aya  wa azali lIa abadl, 
Ya  Wasl'a '['Ataya  n{pa yangu  makllslitll, 
[Iatubalba] raJaya  lI{wlrya  lI~ml IIIWll1al, 
Mjao  usillimdi  lIaomba  wlInqftsl. 
fa Samj'a  lugbati  mJao  1Ia  kwamknwa, 
Zito  Kwa!o  nl katlti  bulIO  la  knln",,,,buwa, 
[Kwa ya]  baramll  [Mpetl],,, Mjubwa  la mtmw!, 
NI'!ft' Mweny' '!ft,wa  Upendapo  nl ra!i,'. 
Mola  nlku,bubuary' huna  ,blrlka  Wabid" 
Na  Mtumwa  tliRubaliyt  tJj  Ramli  Mubamadlll 
Xisa .tlikulifatliye.  1labu ya samaJItJ 
[Mata  badba]I'Wa'ad" at"l"bllo  halos;. ApPBNDIX ill 
NJlw, M"h,!y,  kiJhama  [iliyo fill]  Mum, 
Na j,I,JI na  lahama piya "ka{jjU;UTU, 
[Na  'aluka ya] kallma mtuy'  a/{!,yuTU, 
Enye  masani{ ya dhu,,"  naomba  nniRasisi. 
YaJablra  IJKasiri  moya  RwaRo  hayakosa, 
NJiwe  Mweny'  kukaJirl  na "pendalo  kuplsa, 
Neteya  Ham; sururi saa  hin;  {sUsa, 
N;cifu  Mwenye  Imtesa  na mawi yawe  flptsl. 
Blasma{ hnsuna  na  ICzj yak.o  na shan;, 
Kwa  baraka ya maina  na  haki ya  Quratzi, 
.Allahuma  Sabllana  Rwako  tl1mezotamanl, 
Nafa%  r~Rahimat1i nlpa  nisiyoyaklsi. 
Nlpa  Jnnia  hasana  na  a~bera flllljalj, 
Yalo  mcmQ  maslkal1a  ttamlna  wa'{gu  waza~, 
Ma  wole  MusflimitJ4 Hmati  wa  },[uombe<!, 
M/la"go  na  lw, wa{f  /IIngi'  Flrldausl. 
Na  Hasanl  nO Huselnl pamw,  na  [khurl]  talbu, 
Na  Blntl ,l-aminl na >:!,ujatl Hablbu, 
Kwa  Mngtl  Ilfombeanl  afta  .{!nfl  hakusihu. 
Zlkaposua hyabll na  'arlshl  no  kllnlSl. 
It will be noted that, like the  Utendi,  this  poem consists of 4-
line stanzas, but with the difference that the line contains 16 mizafl 
or syllables (as compared  with  8 in  the  Utendi),  and  also  carries  n 
secondary i.nternn! rhyme, thus:-[a ]b, [a  ]b, [a lb. [b  le, which adds to 
the .a~traCtIVe~ess of the  verse  as  well  as  to the difficulty of  com~ 
posttlon.  As  In the Utendi. the f"Ourth  lines  carry a final  rhyme, in 
this case .. si,  throughout  the  poem. 
I  I. 
GLOSSARY 
The Glossary is intended to explain all those words  occurring  in 
the  poem, the definitions of which are  not given in one  or other of 
the following works  of reference:~ 
Kr.pf:  Swahili-English Dillionary,  London,  1925. 
Steere:  Handbook if  th, Swahili  Lallguage,  London,  1928• 
Madan:  Swahili-Engllsh Dlfliollary,  Oxford,  1928• 
These and other authorities consulted are acknowledged thus:-
Kr.-Kr.pf.  M.-Madan.  St.-Sreere. 
Mb.-Mbarak AIi  Hinawy. 
Ahm~Ahmad  Abubakar es-Siwi. 
Abd.-Abdul Alim  bill Abderrahman Bakthir. 
Stg.-Stigand:  Grammar of Diahctic Changes  in  the Klswahtli 
La/lguage,  Cambridge,  1915. 
M. Ali.-Muhammacl Ali:  TrallslatiOll  of th, HO(y Quran, 
Lahore, 1928, 
TIr.-Taylor:  Africa"  Aphorisms,  London,  1891• 
NOTES  ON  THE  MANUSCRIPTS 
A conspectUS  of the chief variations  between the ,Mss.  ~s  .giv~n 
in  Appendix I.  The following  notes  a:e  upon pOlnts 3nsmg In 
the  course of transliteration and translauon. 
n.  2.  Yametimtt  must agree  with maradhi (here  taken  ns a plural 
in ya).  unless  some  word  as  mambo or majira be  understood.  ~ut 
timu  is  an  intrnnsitive verb and it would  seem  th~t the. causative 
form, timiza, should have been used.  Um~tit1lu, Olgreemg 'Ylth mwakaJ 
the reading of R3., and  K4., is ~rammatlcally ttn~:-:ceptlonabIe and 
may  be  a conjectural  emendatIon by  the  the scnbe. 
R.  8,9,lO. "Amulet", "necklace" and "clasp" are figures of speech 
for  "good  counsel, advice,  &c./I 
n.  u.  For  the  Smmah, Faradh and  WaJibtt, sce p.24, footnote 26. 
•  b  k  "  •  n.  13.  Kiw, in  the Mss.  ~,may e  'ito=  a prec10uS  stone, 
a gem  J ' ewel lJ •  (cf.  Kr.  M.) ;sed figuratively,  as  jn Proverbs, xx. 
.  ,  ..  " [" I  I'  f k  I cl  15,  Ilmidomo ya  maarifa  tli  kito  cha  thama/li  t le  IpS 0  "nowe  ge 
are  a precious jewel."] in  Zaburi "a MithaU:  London, 19251  p.206. 86  GLOSSARY 
H.  20.  Tama.  Muh.  Kijuma  glosses  this  word  as  a/bll,  disgrace, 
shame,  a meaning  possibly related  to  the expression  kl/shika  tama, 
~o hol~ the face in. the haads(Kr.), to sit in a dejected or brood. 
Ing attltude (M.); ht"  hold the cheek: it common gesture indicating 
grief or perplexity and, perhaps, embarrassment  or shame. 
n. 37.  Uonao,  lit.,  l'that which you sce."  Kijuma glosses this line 
with  j'Fatrya kama flme{gOlla kwatlglt/, i.e. fldo  as you have seen done 
at .my home." 
I/. 44.  Ukutiwap' is the passive of kutla,  the applied form  of  ""ta, 
to meet, with the locative relative affix "po--, (when you are met by'. 
I/. 50.  lalrya.  This word occurs frequently in Swahili poetry as 
a Divine appellation.  Cf. Utendi wa Ayubu, 6, 69, '571 Utendi  wd 
Slnif'!"  263.  The late Sir Thomas Arnold has suggested that it 
might be "~dcsignat~on  derived fr~m ~  ~  Jallaf,I,lab .. , 'His 
Greatness  15  exalted,  and not of Itself actually an Arabic  word." 
(Cf. the Swahili use of subballa as  a proper name. e.g.  Utendi  wa 
Ayubu:-. "Ibil;s;  akaltena:  'Nlamt'u/Subuhana!  AyUDII  tttamwona •.• 'II) 
It mtght also be an adaptation of ~  Ugreat. majcstic. exalt-
ed", onc of the Attributes of Allah often used in Swahili poetry. 
I/. 54·  Xashu!"m k'lfawidhi. sbuk"", means primarily 'give thanks', 
but shlfkum MIIgft is commonly used to mean 'resign oneself to onc's 
fate' (M.) Fawidhi,  fromubu, means 'to entrust a matter to one' 
and here may he understood of 'leaving worldly aJfairs in the hands 
of God!  Kat",hrya,  in the Ms  ••  I  •.  ,.:.~<.  could be  read katosheya, 
from  tosha.  suffice. which might be ;endercd {and was  comforted'. 
ft  •. 68:  Niso)'atowa, lit., 'which I have not uttered'.  Kijuma glosses 
dus  Ime  'yalryomo  mcryolli'-fwhich  are  in  the heart'.  and  this has 
been prefelTed  as  nearer  to  the sense  t11.,n  a literal translation. 
SI,:  80·8,.  These lines relare to the rigours and rituals of the Pil. 
!l"lmnge  to  Mel:l:ah. the  circumambulation of the  Kaabah. the 
Journey to Mount Arafat and  the sacrifices in the val1ey of Mumt. 
n.  95.  Mite ya tJgallo. lit., (sprouts of wheat'. but Muhammad bin 
Abdallah explains the: phrase as 'nya'lo ya mallcllo' J a figure of speech, 
meaning :watu. sa.[i  katlka mbegll', people of dean stock, i.e. of pure 
descent;  tn thIS 1nstancc,  'young gentlewomen'. 
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GLOSSARY 
NOTB  ON  THB  LAMU  DiALBCT 
The following arc the chief differences as exhibited by the poem, 
between Kiamu, the older and purer Swahili spoken in LamuJ and 
the dialects,  Kimvita, Kiunguj3  and  Kimrima, of Mombasa, Zan  .. 
zibar and  the  coast of the:  Tanganyika. Territory respectively. 
For fuller  details the reader should consult Stigand:  A Grammar 
<if Dial,m, Cbanges  In  th,  Klswablli Lallgll'ge,  Cambridge,  1915. 
Kiamu 
I.  Y answers  to j in Kimv.  as  in: ... 
SI.  2.  'ryapata 
SI.  44.  yambo 
n.  21.  waylnga 
.2..  I  ..  likewise:  answers  to jl, as  in: .. 
SI.  5.  Ilia 
SI.  '7'  ifany, 
ft.  33.  siimubuli 
Kimvita&c. 
sijapata 
jambo 
wajlnga 
jina 
fifm'Y' 
Sijit1l1fbllli 
3.  NJ  .. answers  to  nj., and  ~tJ(1  ...  to  .. n.l{;'J  as  in: .. 
n.  '4.  n.  12. 
Ildiya 
kwa"da 
4.  Den tal  t answers  to ch,  as in:-
ft.  19.  sitHklfC 
SI.  46.  tllll 
S.  L is  omitted  between  vowels,  as  in:-
SI.  3.  ..bee 
SI.  36.  k;et. 
njia 
kwan~a 
,I,hllklle (Z.) 
chini 
mb,le 
li/eta 
6.  L answers  to YJ  as  in:-
SI. 55.  yea  I" 
7.  Z  .. answers  to v  ..  or vy- in plurals  of Class 8,  as  in:-
SI.  52.  ~Ieko  vl,he!. 
SI.  4t.  zalldalll  vy,nJanl 
8.  Relative  pronouns  take  the  forms:-
SI.  140  ""Ma 
SI.  49.  "ilotmda 
"ryeshl!a 
asi[oUtmda 88  GLOSSARY 
VOCABULARY 
The numbers  of the sC1nzas appear in the  right-hand column. 
The following  abbreviations  have  been uscd:-
Ar.-Ar:lbic.  v.a.-act1ve verb. 
adj.-adjcctive.  v.n.-passive verb. 
adv.-advcrb.  Kiam.-Kiamu dialect of Lamu. 
so-sUbstantive.  Kimv.-Kimvita dialect of Mombasa, 
syn.-synonym.  Kiung.-Kiunguja dialect of Zanzibar  • 
.II.-Stanza.  O.Sw.-Old Swahili. 
A1fBA, v: to speak, used  as a relative pronoun; cf. M. p.B.  In  87 
tIus case one would correctly read  mambo (1.2.) ...  ambayo 
(1+). but here the rdative suffix. -yo. is  elided for  the 
sake of the  metre. 
ANGUSA,  V.n. O. Sw.  to hasten,  I, 
ASM. adv.  perhaps. it may  be.  At. ~.  Used here in the 
sense of filet it be hoped";  cf. Latala. 
-ASHIYA,  5. late evening.  At. ~  34-
D1-AsMAIKA. Ar. ~  L.....\) • by Thy (beautiful) names.  83 
BUKARATA, s. early morning.  At. fJ  "rise early"',  H 
CHAMKA,  V,n.  =  kl-amka  for aklamka,  when he awakes.  33 
CHANGA, s,  =haya~ modesty,  restraint, controlj  cf. Kr.s.v.  U 
DALIHINl: Glossed by Muh. Kijuma as  papo  hapo  ljust there' 
or 'jtlSt then' =  ·'forthwith'.  ' 
27 
DAYANU, 5. the Judge, the Recompenscr; from Cl ~J , aayyallll, 
from  cf."",, v.  borrow,  become a debtor. 
90 
FlRASHA, s.  bedspread,  coverlet.  Ar.  ~I  lIsprcad  out".  38 
GHARIBU, s. a stranger,  trilvcllcr; At. ~f  f-rom yj  to  97 
depart. 
GHASHI, s,  deceit,  guilc;  Ar. ~  ghashsha,  dccch.e:  cf.  Kr.  17 
GHAYATA,  s. goal:  Ar.  ~lP  =  lithe  fulfilment";  Abd.  82 
HABlBU, s. the Belovcd, the Friend: an :lppellation of the Holy  4 
Propher. Ar. ~  from ~  },abb. love. 
HADISI,  s.  ,-:,.""  badl/ht, a nnrratioll.  3 
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GLOSSARY 
HAFIDHIA. (hifadbiya) preservation.  from Ar. l;b, preserve. 
HINI, pron. dem., Kiam.,  =  bil, this. 
HIZINI,  (khi;:.Jni) from".r- ' store,  treasure  up. 
HUNU, proll.  this:  Kiam.,  for  buu;  cf.  birJi. 
HURAMU,  s.  women;  Ar. rr  bllYam,  pI.  of d.,..r- hurt/lat. 
HUSUNA, adj.  beautiful;  Ar. ~  hUSII. 
101, s.  festivalj  Ar. ~  lid,  from  J~  awaJa,  recur,  - i.e. 
a celebration  recurring at stated times.  The festival 
meant is  the 1Nl Addba,  ~VI  ~9.  the feast of 
sacrifi~e,  also  called  Id"  '[ Kabir,  .rr-:<JI ",,"*c,  and  in 
Turkey and Egypt Balram.  Ir is held  on  the tenth day 
of Dbll 'I HijJab, "and is part of the rites of the Muslim 
Pilgrimage, although it is observed  as well ill all parts 
of Islam. both as a day of sacrifice and as a great festival" 
(Ellcyclopadla'lf1s1am.  S.V. Addba). Cf. Qllran xxii. 33-38. 
ITHIMU, s.  sin:  Ar.  r'!'1 ,  Uhmu. 
IZA, v.n.  Kiamu,  =- kataa,  refuse, reject, decline. Stg. p. ,2., 
11  ." f  .1_  JILISI,  V.  SIt  I  rom ~ 
KADHA,  s.  Ar.  ~,sentence,  decree of a judge or of God. 
KIUMI3B,  s.  a crcated thing, a mortal.  Cf.  proverb,  "Kilflllbe 
t/J\I,JI'sbo  tl'm'fli?"  TIr. 161.  In this ft. to mean "woman". 
KIVIKIA = akivikiaj  RllVikia,  Kigunya,  to sleep. 
KONGOWEE, v.a. subj. of kOIl£owca, apparcntly an applied form 
of kOtlgoa,  an obsolete word surviving in the custom of 
greeting a person returned from a journey with 'Kongolli!' 
to which the answer is  'KollgorJi  we l' cf.  kollg<1,  saluta-
to the new moon, welcome given  to a str~lI1gcr. Kr. s.v. 
TIr.  p. 70, note 2. 
90 
94 
80 
22 
KUKIZA,  v.a.  to pour water over.  34-
KUGESI,  s. anklets: =bflgesi,  IIIaVllYfmgll, lIIitali.  39 
KUTA; v.n. to be s.ti,Ged. (as of hunger .ppcosed).  cf. khll'a.  60 
in Chinyanj. (Scott et Hetherwick:  Dill. 'If tb,  Nyatifa 
Latlguage, London.I929i p.214), and 'kuta, be satisfied, in 
Lugand. (Kitdling: LIIganda-EIIglisb Dill. London. 192,.) 90  GLOSSARY  GLOSSARY  91 
KUTUnu,  v,imp. "write"  I  from Ar.  uktf/b
l  imperative of  katav.  4  MVULI, s.  Kiam.  =  In/fmc,  man,  male;  cf.  tnvlllanaj  a young  57 
LA' ALA,  adv. perhaps. Ar. jJ,  cf.  asaa.  Appendix. I. fI.l+  63 
! 
man,  one of the  few instances of  this diminutive suffix 
LATIPA,  s. the  Benignantj onc of the  Divine Attributes.  80  in  Swahili. 
JI.-HAMI, "the One who careth for you"; Ar.  hamma
J think of,  76  :1  MWBNGO,  S.  scent;  syn: hanifu  n:cr1r1)  manflkato.  Abd.  40 
be intent upon, be  anxious  to  do.  MWIDA,  s.  Kiam.  =  mucla) space of time.  zo 
MAHABUBU,  :  beloved; Ar. ~~.  A passive  verbal noun  13  NABAHI,  see  1IaLibi.  93 
from ~'  to love.  NABIHI, v. to warn; from  At. d..:ll perceive) pay attention to,  93 
¥AMA, s. mother;  but also used as  a term of endearment.  2a  dlf which  the  second  form,  nabbaha,  means  "warn". 
Children are  commonly addressed  as  mama,  or baba,  NI\SIBU, v.  to  be related to;  At.  ~\.\  3rd form  of~,  58 
(father),  bwana mkubwa,  (master),  blbl, (mistress),  &c., 
I' 
"ttace a pedigree".  Kijuma glosses  this word  "saw(lsawa 
and although the Sw.hili attach no special significanc", 
I 
,la  wC\vc",  to be understood here as  If of equal  birth". 
to the Custom it is evidently derived  from  inland tribes  I,  NDWEB,  s. for  naweiel  pains of sickness; Kr.  78  who confine it to children named after their grandpar  ...  'I 
ents, a  ~sag~  resting on. the e.rly belief that the grand. 
I  NLA,  eat;  Kiamu,  imperative form of RI/la,  v.  to ent.  59 
parent  15  relDcarnated In  the  grandchild.  NUDHUM:U. s. poeml  from Ar. ~  naahlltlla. compose, arrange.  97 
(MA)Z1D~DI, s. increase,  surplus;  from Ar • .I  ~  .  .J  )1,  with the  9a  r 
NYUTB,  Kiamu for  nyote,  nU of you.  94 
adilirion  of the Swahili plural  prefix ma  ••  il 
ONGO, s.  flaw,  blemishj cf. I'nguo ;;jso ollgo •.••• ,na {fmto <:Jslz:g  10 
MCHACHEFU,  s., a person of little account.  Mtll  tIIwarye fila ..  I  tjtallgo/' v.3 of LiongoJs song, The Liongo  Saga, Vol.I. 
mbo  madogo.  Ahm.  A personal  noun formed from -(bathe  OWA,  v.n.  Kiamu  <=oga,  bathe, but here used as  a transitive  33 
adv., (a little, a few, not many), with  the  adj.  tcrmin ..  t1  verb  =  osba  =  ogesha. 
suffix fu"  C~., -takatifll,  -prmguf",  mW01Igiftt;  .. rifu,  adj.,  RABBAHtJ, s."O Lord!"  from  Ar.~)  uHeis The  Lord".  82 
long,  15  SImilarly from -re ( = ... le),  the common  Bantu 
stem, "long": cf. maji male =majl marylI = spring  tide:;,:  RABDANA,  s.  our Lord;  Ar.  w.); .. na  is the possessive  s.uffix  7, 
Tlr, p. 80-1, and p.86, note.  .  of the 1St pers. pI. 
~.IKHAFA, s.  pl~ of mkbqfa,  Kr.,  Iln thing to  fear,  d:mg~r."  80  RAnnI, s. from Ar. Rabb, the Divine Being: cf. Mnh.Ali, p.xli.x.  69 
From Ar. <J  y.. ,fear.  Mwqfa,  (Kr.  and  M.) seemS  to  ,  RAGHBATAHU,  Ar.  ~J'  "thou hast SUppliciltod him".  82 
be  the same word in a more  Ballt~iscd form,  'I  Here used  in  the sense of "Hc who  is supplicated". 
MINNA,  ufrom  us"';  Ar,  \..:....  99  RAHAMU,  s. The Merciful:  Ar.  Rah;m.  72-
MIONGO,  s.  assemblages (of peopl'), pI. of mwolI£o,  M.  89  RIJAA,  s.  'man',  Al'.  fijal,  pI.  of ragllll  man.  93 
MKINI,  v.n.,  "be possible"; from Ar.  cr<.,.1  (~  iv.)  12  SAHABA(ZE),  s.  the  Companions of  the Prophet.  The suffix  4 
MNUNA,  s.  Kiam. younger brother. Stg. p. 53.  70 
.~ 
-'$ (  =  zale, his) shows  that the word is plu"'l: from 
MUHULA,  v.n.  to set a period of time: from  Ar.  Ja... to act  33 
Ar.  <-,.>601  'ashab, pI.  of .......... Lo sahib,  companion. 
slowly.  SAKIMU, v. Ar. fL  sllqima, be ill.  91 
MUYINGA, s,  Kia-?I'  for mjing4,  M, q.v., but here  used  in the  9~  SIli\KIRI, v. =(kll-)sh;ba, to  be satisfied (with food).  Possibly  60 
rnor~  rcstra~ncd ~cnse of "one  inexrcri~nccd, innoc('~t"_  from? shakara,  to  th.nk. 
r-------,------______ __ GLOSSARY 
SHIRAA,  s. a walking~out canopy used  by  women at  Lamu.  46 
Possibly from cIf"  sail of  a ship. The ,hiraa is a kind 
of light tent supported from the inside on poles Ot on 
light canes,  two at the front and two behind.  A servant 
walks holding up the fore part, a pole in each hand and 
another servant likewise supports the rear, while the lady 
walks in the space between them.  In former days, silken 
shiraa  borne on silver-shod poles, were carried by slave-
girls  over  their  mistresses; now cotton print is  used.  '}i;; 
woman without  slaves will walk in  a shiraa  supported 
by two sticks held fanwise  in her hand.  The first sight 
of a sbima in a narrow Lamu lane suggests a small vessel 
in full sail.  It seems  peculiar to  Lamu, where it takes 
the  place of the veil,  without which no strict Muslim 
woman would  formerly appear in public.  St.  46 em-
bodies  the  Quranic injunction,  If Say  to  the believing 
women  th,le  they cast down their eyes ...  " QlfratJ) xxiv. 
SIKILIA,  v.  Kiamu, =jikilla, come  to pass,  arrive, happen,  87 
TAKALUFU, s, troubles; from Ar, ~  ,to take up a burden;  85 
5th form of wlli' 
TAKARABU,  approach;  Ar.  y'f!s5thformofYj!' be near.  4 
TAMATI,  v.n.  the cnd;  Ar. r'.  66 
~TOTO, ad;. Kiamu, =-dogo.  Kimv. Kiung.,  small. Here used  79 
with  mambo  understood. 
'I'UFU,  v.  go  round,  (i.e.  circumambulate  the  Kaaba);  from  81 
Ar. w y, tawqfa. 
TUKUFU, adj. exalted.  majestic, glorious.  Siku  hf~ tuk,ifu here  8r 
implies the  "sacred days set apart for  the pilgrimage to 
Mckkah" _liThe pilgrimage is  performed  in the  weIl~ 
known months",  Shawwal, Dhln-Qa'ada",  and  the  first 
nine  days of Dhu'I-H/jJah.  Cf.  Muh. Ali, P.34. 
TUNGlLB => lIit'llngile. =  tllmctflnga, I have  composed; Kiam.  old  90 
perfect tense in -le.  Sce Tlr. p.166. 
UDHIHIYA, s. "victim", here meaning "sacrificial victim"; Ar.  80 
~,  from  ~:s...Q IlsIaughtcr a victim  in the  fore .. 
noon. 
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GLOSSARY  93 
UMI, s.  mother,  from Ar. -;'1  51 
USONO,  5, rest,  peace, security,  safety.  An  archaic word.  It  22 
occurs in a song of the Manda  people:-
Tuli kwetu  Manda  twali tukitenda, 
Yeo  tukitenclwa tW:lk.'1taa kwani? 
Matupa ukuta watupetapeta, 
Kutwaa  ni  kuteta  hatuna mono. 
Stigand reproduces  this song in his  Land. # Z;nj, p. 43, 
but th, finallin' of his  couplet reads:-
Kutwa ni kuteta hatuna  amani.  [peace) 
thus  bearing out  the  meaning. 
UVUKUTO,  s.  feverishness  in  illness,  "moto  wa  ugofljwa, jasbo  79 
la  tnoto"j  cf.  Kr.  and  M. 
vum.  subj.  of vika,  v.  wear.  Properly a neuter  passive,  but  9 
often used  in  the sense of  I  to  clothe".  Visha  has  the 
specialised meaning flco clothe with new clothes" . 
WAFIKIA,  v.  suit to or for.  Applied form of w':/ili,  Kr.  q.v.  5 
WENDANl, s. (thy) friends: pl. of ,"wandani, old poetical form  61 
of fIIW"'z.i )'alO:  cf.  Tlr. p.n6.  . 
WASJATI,  s.  injunction, last willj  Ar.  d~)  waslyyat.  1 
WAYUE,  3rd p. sing. subj. of lfrylla (Kiam.)= If!illa,  to  know:  "3 
YASIMINI,  s.  jasmine:  two  kinds arc  '!ftt  and hmdmiflt.  38 
YAUMU-LI-ARAFA,  "the day of Jl~IArafat"  I  i.e. the 9th day of  80 
Dhu'l-Hijjah Oil which pilgrims visit the hill 'Arafa, six 
hours cast of Mekkah.  Cf. Sale: Koran, P.93; and Muh. 
Ali: Qllran, ii.198. 
ZAHIMU,  s. oppression, distress; from P)  I  to press,  confine.  90 
ZANDA(Nl), Kiam.  pl. of ,hand. =.y"nd",  Kimv.;  fingers.  4' 
ZINGATIA, v.n, follow  diligently,  apply oneself to;  Uukagcuka,  1 
"!':/ilir/"(Muh. Kijuma);  cf. Scg.  pp.  73,  78, 86. 
ZITUNU, s.  Kiamu, pI. of kit/mu,  pnin,  distress; cf. Tlr.  p. 87.  90 
No. 375,  k,f-tt/flna,  to scarify;  cf. M. chllllua. L  u 
OJol1!loni 
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CORRIGENDA 1'0  MAP 
For  Patta  read  Pate,  and  for Siyu rcad  Siu. 
For  Siwa,  where marked on the  cast of the  island, read Faza.. 
For Sell. read Shcl •• 
For Fungo Zombo read Funga Zombo. 
For  Mombasas  read  Mambo sasa.  It was  the  last  camp  before 
entering  the  forests,  which,  in days  byegone,  were  infested  with 
robbers-hence its name, meaning,  Unow we're in for it In 
The  three  isbnds to  the  north~east of Pate arc  Uvondo, NdaoJ 
and Kiwayu (wrongly marked as  Fazi-for  Faz.). 